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COMETS: GASES, ICES, GRAINS AND PLASMA

,FINAL PROGRAM - SCIENTIFIC SESSIONS

R n Review (15 min.), C-Contributed (10 min •)
P=Poster Talk (10 min.), E wExhibit, T xTit1e Only

A maximum 5 minutes discussion is allotted for each R, C,, and P paper.
Discussion of related papers may be combined at the session chair's
discretion.

WEDNESDAY

0845	 WELCOME and INTRODUCTION 	 A.R. Kassander, Jr. Vice-President
for Research, University of Ari zo,ha	 ='
L,L. Wilkening, Chair, Orgarizing	 r;
Committee

NUCLEUS	 Chair: W. Irvine

0900	 Delsemme,	 A.,	 01onn, (N.1R)
B.	 and	 Rahe,	 J.

Sekanina,	 Z. (N.2R)
Whipple,	 F.	 L.

1010	 BREAK	 -	 Gehrels,	 T. (N.26P)
(N.3R)

et	 al.
10:30	 Hellmich,	 R. (N.4C)

and	 Keller,	 H.U.
Tedesco,	 E.F.	 and (,N.5C)

Barker,	 E.S.

Stauffer, J.R. and	 (N.6C)
Spinrad,	 H.

Degewij,	 J.	 and (N.7C)
Chapman,	 C.R.

Degewij,	 J.,	 Hartmann, (N.8C)
W.K.	 and	 Cruikshank, D.P.

Hartmann,	 W.K., (N.9C)
Cruikshank,	 D.P.
and Degewij,	 J.

A'Ho,'i,arn,	 M.F.,	 Dwek, (N.LT)
E.	 and Tokunaga,	 A.T.

Jamar,	 C.	 and (N.10c)
Malaise,	 0.

Hobbs,	 R.W.,	 Brandt, (N.11C)
J.C.,	 Maran,	 S.P.
and Hollis,	 J.M.

1230	 LUNCH

Structure and OrI jin of Cometary
Nuclei
The Problem of Split Comets in Review
Rotation of Comet Nuclei
Spacewatch Camera

On the Visibility of Cometary
Nuclei
Photometric Function of the Periodic
Comet Tempel-2 During Its 1978-79
Apparition
Behavior of the Red Nuclear Continuum
of P/Comets with Heliocentric Distance
Spectrophotometric imagery of P/
Schwassmann-Wachmann 2
P/Schwassman-Wachmann 1 and Chiron:
Near I R Photometry
Surface Materials on Remote Coosets:
Theoretical and Observational
Indications
Where is the Ice in Comets ?

Study of the Nuclear Region of Comets
by the Observations of Eclipsed Stars
Millimeter-Wave Radiometry of
Cometary Nuclei

NUCLEUS Chair: D. Cruikshank

1400	 Kamrlun, P.,	 (N.12C) Radar Detectability of Comets
IPettengill	 G.H.
tend Shsapi ro, I .I .

Weissman, P.R. and	 (N.13C) Thermal Modeling of Cometary Nuclei
Kieffer, H.H.

1



Foti, G., Pirronello,	 (N.LT)
V. and Strazzulla

Johnson, R.E. and	 (N.19E )
Lanzerotti, L.J.

1535	 BREAK	 ReVelle, D.O. (N.22P)

1555	 Wetherill, G.W. and 	 (N.20R)
ReVlle, D.O.

Drummond, J. (N.21C.)

Williams, I. and
Hughes, D.W.

Tedesco, E.F. and
Gradie, J.C.

Wilkening, L.L.

Ponnamperuma, C.

(N. LT)

('N.23C)

(N.24C)

(0.128

(N.14C) Heat Content and E vol uti t+vi of
Ce"metary Nuclei

(N.15C) come Consequences of a Phase 'Transition
of Water Ice on the Heat balance of
Comet Nuclei

(N.15R) Infrared Spectra of Condensed
Volatiles

(N.17E) Vacuum UV Reflectance of NH 3 , H 2O, CO20
and SO 2 Ices

Proton  Irradiation of Cometary Type
Mixtures; Cosmic Ray Effects on Comets
in the Oort Cloud
Experimental Rates of Frozen Gas
Erosion by KeV-MeV Light Ions
Charge Particle Erosion of Frozen
Volatiles in Comets
Identification of Meteoritic Fireballs
Using the Theoretical Light Curve
Technique
Relationships Between Comets, Large
Meteors, and Meteorites
Earth Orbit Approachi ►og Come is and
Their Theoretical Radiants
Using the Theoretical Light Curve
Technique
The Connection Between Meteor Streams
and Comets
Compositions of Outer-Belt Asteroids:
Implications for Comets
Composition of the Material Which
Initially Accreted in Comets
Comet Implications for the Origin
of Life

THURSDAY

DUST	 Chair: J. Burns

Smoluchowski, R.

Klinger, J.

Fink, U. end
Si 11, G.

Hapke, B., Wagner,
J., Wells, E.
and Partlow, W.

Moore, M. and
Donn, B.

(N.18C)

0830	 Fechti g, H.
Fraundorf, P.,

Brownlee, D.F.
and, Walker, R.

Wagst4ff, J. and
Ki 11g, E .A.

GrUn, E., Fechtig,
Kissel, J. and
Pailer, N.

Fraundorf, P.,
Freeman, J.J. and
Patel, R.

Ney, E. P.

1015	 BREAK - VAn Flandern

(D.1R) Cometary Dust in Space
(D.2R) Laboratory Studies of Interplanetary

Dust

Search for Possible Cometary Dust
in Antarctic Ice Cores
Interrelation of Interplanetary and
Cometary Dust as Objerved by the
Helios Micrometeroi d Experiment
Infrared. Spectroscopy of Interplanetary
Dust in the Laboratory

The Optical and Infrared (.5 to 20u)
Broad Band Observations of Bright Comets
Do Comets Hive Sat tl l ites?

(D.3C)

H., (D.4C

(D.5C)

(D.6R)

(C.25P)

2



1035 Campins, (D.7C) The Thermal	 Properties	 of Dust	 in
Lebofsky,	 M. Periodic	 Comets
and Rieke,	 G.

Hanner,	 M.	 S. (D.8C) Interpreting the	 Infrared	 and Optical
Emission from Comet Dust

M ichal sky,	 J .J.	 Jr. (D.9C) Optical	 Pol ari metry	 of	 Covet	 West	 1976
VI

Isobe,	 S. (D.1OC) Interpretation	 of	 the Polarization
Distribution of	 Comet West

Saito,	 K.,	 Isobe,	 S. (D.11C) Substances of Cometary Grains Estimated
Kimihiko,	 N.	 and from Evaporation and Radiation Pressure
Tatsuro,	 I. Mechanisms

Hughes,	 D.W, (D.12R^ Cometary Dust Models
Wallis,	 M.	 K. (D.13R Dusty Gas Dynamics	 in Real	 Comets

1.230 LUNCH

DUST	 and RADIO OBSERVATIONS Chair:	 R.	 Newborn

1400 Schwehm,	 G,H.	 and (0.14C) Dust Production Rates	 of Comet Halley:
Kneissel,	 B. Models for the ESA Giotto Comet Halley

Probe
Consolmagno,	 G. (D.15C) Diffusion of Cometary Dust by

Electromagnetic	 Scattering
Mendis,	 D.A. (D.16C) On the Electrostatic	 Charging	 of	 the

Distant	 Cometary Nucleus
Sekanina,	 Z. (Dc-17C) Mapping of Active Areas 	 on the Nucleus

of the Perseid Comet	 from Observations
of Dust Phenomena

Gustafson,	 B.	 A.	 S. (D.18C) The Observed Position of	 the Symmetry
and Misconi,	 N.	 Y. Plane	 of	 Interplanetary Dust	 and

Its Possible Relation to Dust	 from
Comet E ncke	 t

Yeomans,	 D.K. (D.19C) Comet Tempel-Tuttle and the Leonid
Meteors

1530 BREAK	 -	 Irvine,	 W., (M.11P) Direct Detection	 of the H22O molecule
Schloerb,	 P.	 and in	 the Coma	 by Using Submllimeter
Yngvesson,	 S. Waves	 from Spacelab.

1550 Singer,	 S.F. (D.20C) Lifetime	 and Origin	 of	 Submicron
Particles

Stanley,	 J.E. (D.21C) Submicron Particles	 in	 the	 Solar
System

Farrell,	 J.A.	 and (D.22C) Motion	 of	 Structures	 in	 the Dust	 Tail
Sekanina,	 Z. of Comet West	 1976 VI

Kiselev,	 N.N. (D.23C) Phase	 Function	 of 'Polarization	 and
Chernova,	 G.P. Brightness	 and the Nature	 of Cometary

Atmospheres
Gibson,	 D.M.	 and (D.24C) Microwave Continuum Observations 	 of

Hobbs,	 R.W. the Icy Grain Halo
Snyder,	 L.	 E. (C.1T) Outstanding Problems	 in Radio

Observations	 of Comets
Bockelee-Morvan,	 D., (C.2C) Observations	 of	 the OH	 Radical	 in

Crovisier,	 J.., Comets at	 18 cm Wavelength
Gerard,	 E.	 anij	 Kale,	 I.

Ekelund,	 L., (C.3C) Searches	 for Millimeter-Wave Emission
Ande`rsson,	 C., from HCN,	 CS,	 and CH 3 OH	 in Comet

3
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i rvi ne, W• M• ,	 B ray
Schloerb, F.P. and
Robinson, S.E.

FRIDAY

COMA	 Chair: b. v. v I a 1; %4,*

0830 Meisel,	 D.D.	 and (C.4R) Comet	 Photometry:	 Past,	 Present'
Mees,	 G.E.K. and Future

Neff,	 J.S. Filter Photometry	 of Comets
Millis,	 R.L.,

^C:58
C6 Narrowband Photometry of Comet P/

Thompson,	 D.T.	 and Stephan-Oterma

A'Hearn,	 M.F.
A'Hearn,	 M.F. (C.7E) StandaMd'zed Filters	 for Cometary

Photometry
A'Hearn,	 M.F. (C.8R) Spectroscopy	 and Spectrophotometry

of Comets	 at Visible Wavelengths

Cochran,	 W-D., (C.9C) Spectrometric Observations	 of	 Comet

Cochran,	 A.L.	 and Bradfield	 (1980t)

Barker,	 E.S.
Barker,	 E.S. (C.10C) Spatially	 Resolved Observations 	 of

the	 Inner Coma	 of Bradfield	 (1979t)
1010 BREAK	 - Malaise,	 D. (C.15P) Detection	 of the Proper Glow	 of

and Cucchiaro,	 A. Comet Bennett

1030 Larson,	 S. (C.11C) Recent	 Spectroscopic Observations	 of

Comets
Cochran, A.L.	 and (C.12C) Spectrometric Observations 	 of Comets

Barker,	 E. S. Stephan-Oterma and E ncke During Their
1980	 Apparitions

Johnson,	 J.R.,	 Turek, (0.13C) Recent	 Results	 of CCD	 Comet	 Spectroscopy

P.,	 Fink,	 U.,
Larson,	 S.,	 Smith,
B.A.	 and	 Reitsema, N.J.

Newborn,	 R.,	 Jr., (C.1.4C) Spectrophotometric Evidence 	 on	 the
Spinrad,	 H.	 and Origin 0 Cometary C2 	and CN
Stauffer $	 J.

Feldman,	 P.	 D. C.16R) Ultraviolet	 Spectroscopyof Comae
Festou,	 M.C., ^C-17C) Ultraviolet	 Bands	 of	 COZ in 	 Comet

Feldman,	 P.D.	 and Bradfield	 (1979t)

Weaver,	 H.A.
Weaver,	 H.A., (C-18C) Observations	 of Faint	 Comets	 with	 IUE

Feldman,	 P.D.,
Festou,	 M.C.,
A'Hearn,	 M.F.,
and	 Keller,	 H.U.

1225 LUNCH
COMA	 Chair: P.	 Feldman

1330 Huebner,	 W.f., (C.19R) Photochemical	 Processes	 in	 the	 Inner

Giguere,	 P.T. Coma
and Slattery,	 W.L.

Jackson,	 W.M. (C21R) Laboratory Studies	 of Photochemistry	 and
Spectroscopy Applied to Comets

Huntress,	 W.T.,	 Jr. (C.22T) Laboratory Studies	 of Ion	 Chemistry 'gin
Cometary Atmospheres

4
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Spinrad, H. and
Stauffer, J ► R.

Cucc i a ro, A. and
Malaise, D.

Swift, M.B. and
Mitchell, G.F.

Prasad, S.S.,
Huntress, W.T.,
Neugebauer, M.M.,
and Mitchell, G.F.

1510	 BREAK Schleicher, D.
and A'Hearn, M.F.

(C 23C) Production Rates of [OI 3 in Recent
Comets

(C.24C) Dynamical Coma Models for !comet
Bennett

(C.25C) Models of the Cometary Coma in Which
Abundances of Observed Species are
Calculated for Various Heliocentric
Distances

(C.26C) Chemical Composition in Cometary Comae

(C.20P) OH Fluorescence in Comets

ION TAIL-,	 Chair:	 P. Feldman

1530	 Brandt, J.C.

Ipo WIH, ,	f 
ord,

and 
McKenzie, J.F.

Schmidt, H.U. and
Wegman, R.

Mendis, D.A. and
Houpis, H.L.F.

DBeiard,	 .

Kri shan, V. and
Sivaraman, K.R.

Jockers, K. K.

Diller, F.D.

Ersnkovich, A. I.

Niedner, M. B., Jr.

2000	 Ardu i ni M. et a 1 .

Delsemme, A.H. and
Degewij, J.

Bender, D.F.

Lerull	 R.H.,
Giese, R.H., and
Kneissel, B.

Levassuer-Regourd, A

(I.1R) Observations and Dynamics of Ion
Ta ils

(I.2R) Theories of Physical Processes in
Cometary Ion Tails

(I.3R) Plasma Flow and Magnetic Fields in
Comets

(I.40 The Cometary Ionosphere

(I.5C) Cometary Molecular Densities and
the Production of Type I Tail Rays

(I.6C) Peculiarities in the Ionic Tail of
Comet Ikeya-Seki (1965f)

(I.7C) Plasma dynamics in Comet Kohout,ek
1973 XII

(1.8T) Configurations of Evolving Plasma
Tail Rays

(I.9C) On the Folding Phenomenon of Comet
Tail Rays

(I.10C) Connections Between the Solar Wind
and the Large-Scale Properties of
Cometary Plasma Tails 	 The Role of
;^agnetic Reconnection

FRIDAY NIGHT

COMET MISSIONS

(M.1P) IR Space Experiment on Soviet
Spaceprobe to Comet Halley,

(M.2P) Physical Observations of Comets with
the Infrared Astronomical Satellite

(M.3P) Observation/Mission Planning Aids for
Periodic Comets

(M.4P) A Light Scattering Experiment for the
Measurement of Cometary Dust

(M.5P) In-Situ Optical Observations on

5



C.,	 et.	 al. board Giotto Probe
McDonnell,	 J.A.M., (M.7P) In-situ Evaluation of a Cometary Dust

Evans,	 G.	 and Efflux:	 D IDSY on board ESA's	 Comet
Grun,	 E. Halley Giotto Mission

Neugebauerj,	 M., (M.8P) An Ion Mass /Velocity Spectrometer for
Goldstein,	 B.E. a Comet Mission
Goldstein,	 R.	 and
Clay,	 D.R.

Curtis,	 C.C.,	 Fan,	 C. ,(M.9P). Some problems	 and Some Solutions 	 to
Y.	 and Hsieh,	 K. in	 situ	 Investigation	 of	 Neutral

Atmosphere	 on	 a Fast	 Fly-by	 Mission
Dobrovolsky,	 O.V.	 and (M.IOP) Artificial	 Meteors	 in	 the Atmospheres	 of

lbadov,	 S. Comets	 and	 other Celestial	 Bodies	 as
Research Tools

Smith,	 P.L. ► 	 Black, (M.12P) Ultraviolet Absorption Studies	 of
J.H.	 and Oppenheimer, Atoms and Molecules	 in Comet Halley
M. with	 Space Telescope

SATURDAY

ION	 TAILS	 (con't) Chair:	 M.J.S.	 Berton

0830 Goldstein,	 B.	 E. (I.11C) Constraints	 on Magnetic Merging	 and
Particle Acceleration	 in	 Cometary Tails

Buti,	 B. (1.12C) Role	 of High-Frequency-Turbulence 	 in
Cometary Plasma Tails

Russell,	 C.T., (I.13C) Solar Wind	 Interaction with Comets:
Luhmann,	 J.G. Lessons	 from Venus
and El phic,	 R.C.

ORIGIN, EVOLUTION	 AND INTERRELATIONS	 Chair:	 M.J.S.	 Belton

0915 8handari,	 N.,	 Lal,	 D. (0.11C) Planetary Atmospheres: 	 Cometary
and Rao,	 H.N. contribution

Greenberg,	 J. (O.1R) Evolution	 of Comets from Interstellar
Muter to Intewplanetary Matter

Irvine,	 W.	 M. (0.2C) The	 Increasing Chemical	 Complexity
of	 Cold,	 Dark	 Interstellar Clouds

1005 BREAK
1020 Weissman,	 P.	 R. (0.3R) Dynamical	 History	 of	 the Oort	 Cloud

Scholl,	 H.,	 Cazenave (0.40 The Effect	 of Star Passages	 on
A.	 and Brahic,	 A. Cometary Orbits	 in Dort's	 Cloud

Everhart,	 E. (0.5R) Evolution	 of Long	 and Short
Period Orbits

Fernandez,	 J.	 and (0.6C) Dynamical Evolution	 of a Cometary
Ip,	 W.-'H,, Swarm in the Outer Planetary Region

Froeschle,	 C.	 and (0.7C) A New Method to Estimate 	 Perturbations
Rickman,	 H. of Jupiter on Cometary Orbits

Carusi,	 A.	 Valsecchi, (0.8E) Orbital	 Patterns	 at	 Close Planetary
G.B.	 and	 Kresak,	 L. Encounters

Degewij,	 J.	 and (0.9R) Do Comets Evolve	 into Asteroids	 or
Tedesco, E. Satellites?	 The Physical	 Evidence

Levin,	 B.J.	 and (0.10T) On the	 Implausibility	 of Cometary
Simonenko ► 	 A.N. Origin	 of Most Apollo -Amor Asteroids

6



ORIGINAL WAGE IS

OF POOR QUALITY

MR	 THE 5TRUCTURE AND ORIGIN OF COMETARY NUCLEI

A.H. 0413 aM, E, Oonn
uod J. Rshm

The primary concern of this review is the structure of the nucleus.

The reletion betwern origin, structure and composition is oleo trey«ed, ''n

order .o develop a oenristent model, basic obeervstionsl properties are,

fummsrized. Those art Mess, radius, elbedo, composition, erid behavior both
throughout he orbit rind with "age", ,lore dttsilod diacusstons of Most of

theta svbjcots ere presented by other authors, ProposM models for thr

nucleus ere described end sNomined. Some vierirtion of 4'hippie "s

icy-conglomernte nucleus appears to he the most suiteblo working

hypothesis. lie bo not attempt to derive a definitive model as current

knowledge about comets is not suffici+nt. Cur min is to present on interim

model which will serve as a sound basis for further research.

The origin of the adopted model by accumulation in s prinordir.l Soler

ntbult or interstellar cloud is disnusted. The further evolution of

conetary nuelel through their residence in the Corn Cloud to their

appearance as short period comets and their ultimate demise is also

considered.

N. 2R	 t; .2 PRONLEM OF SPLIT COMV3 IN REVIEW

Z. Seksaina

Jet Propulsion Laboratory
California Institute of Technology

Pasadena, California 91109

Recent progress in the investigation of cometary splitting is reviewed from
the dynamical and physical standpoints. 'fie clue to the understanding of relative
lotions of fragments of a comet Is the fact that their rate of separation is deter-
rained by the momentum from.outgusing, the net differential force thence being of
:he same nature as the nontravitational perturbations detected in the notions of
most short-period coryta an& some nearly-parabolic ones. The differential repulsive
acceleration y (assuming that the radial component is dominant) and the time of
splitting are tV.e only parameters of this simple model, which successfully represents
the positional observations of nearly all of the 21 known split comets. The time
difference between splitting and final observation, weighted by heliocentric
distance, is termed the endurance. It provides a lower limit to each fragmentli
normalized lifetime and measures its relative mass lose. The endurance is found to
be highly correlated with y and either quantity can serve to classify secondary
nuclei of split comets into three categories, persistent companions, short-lived
companions, and minor fragments. A test of splitting, based on this model, has
been devised to establish whether or not an allegedly multiple comet has in fact
split. It turns out that virtually all reports of unconfirmed observations of comet
multiplicity are erroneous. - The aeeeiazetion y varies between 10' and several
times 10-3 the solar attraction, the endurance between a few and several hundred
equivalent days. The points of splitting have a random dlistribution, the record
halioeentric distance being 9 A.U. (:) before perihelion. Only for the extensively
observed split comets the model need incorporate also the initial velocity of
separation, which is never greater than a few meters per second. The interpretac on
of the separation velocity is complicated by the gravitational interactior; of the
fragments for some time after breakup. The calculations show that in the absence
of a net differential nongravitational force (an idealized case of identical frag-
ments), the existence of Gravitationally locked multiple nuclei is at least remotely
possible. - in severaL cases the calculated time of splitting coincides either with
a flare-up in the visual and/or infrared briShtrsss or with an outburst detected as
an isolated streamer in the dust tail. Comet 'West 1976 VI is the but example of
this correlation of events. Although the time of breakup derived from the observed
motions of the fragments refers probably to the time of termination of thalr
:appreciable attraction, the coincidence of events suggests that the "dynamical
separation" follows the splitting with little timelag. - Light variations of
fragments are unpredictable and their average amplitude appears to be correlated
with the companion category: short-lived fragments display greater amplitudes than
persistent companions and show physical similarities with the behavior of a small
class of comets that have dissipated literally before the eyes of observers. - The
Identification of the breakup m*ohanism, the most difficult part of the t,mve^tigation
of split comets, is briefly addressed and a few proposed candidates (rotational
breakup, radioactive heating) distsssd. - This paper presents the results of one
phase of research carried out at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Instituto
of Technology, under Contract Number MS 7-100, sponsored by the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration, Planetary Atmospheres Program, Jffice. of Space Sciences.



N13R	 potation of Omet Nuclei

Fred L. Whipple
Smithsonian Astrophysical Cbservatory

Cambridge, MassachL%ar,tts

The miniscule history of spin vector ,*search on coast nuclei

is reviewed. Major *aphasia is placed on actual determinations of

rotation period and of spin-axis orientation. The latter is in-

dicated by asymmetrical comae (Sekanina, Icaruc, 37, 4.0 . 442, 1979,

and Whipple, Astron. J., 85, 305-313, 1980) and by tis directions

of near-nucleus jets (Sekanina, in press, 1981). The spin axis is

known for six short-period m.4cs, including P/Encke for which is

rapid precession of the spin c5is has been established by Whipplo

and Sekanina (Astron. J., 84, 1494 . 1909, 1979).

Rotation periods can be measured by photometry (as for asteroids),

by near-nucleus jets and by halo diameters (see Whipple, The Moon

and Planets, 19, 3OS-31S, 1974). The halo method h,as been by far

the most prolific. The spin periods (P) for 4S comets, almost all

new dsterminatimis, are presented and compared with those of 41

small asteroids of diameter <40 km. The median P for the comets is

15.0 hr. versus 6.8 hr. for these asteroids_. The preliminary distri-

button curve of log P for comets is flatter than Saussian and for

asteroids. S14w accumulation at low relative vulociti,s is sug-

jested. The shortest period is 4.1 or 4.4 hr,, consistent with near

stability for * low mean density. The period increases statistically

with absolute brightness (a% the 2.S o levy l). No proof of sublima-

tion spin-up is yet established.

1.4 ON THE VISIBILITY OF COMETARY NUCLEI

R. Hellmich, H.U. Keller

Scattered light from dust in the inner coma can deteriofate the
visibility of the cometary nucleus. For a given particle size dis-
tribution and production rate the screening affect depends on the
details of the number distribution of the dv4 t grains in the very
vicinity of the nuclear surface. Based on the results of a gene-
ralized Probstein gas -dust intrrAction model (Hellmich, 1981) the
contributions of radiation scattered by dust are estimated for
Newburn's dust models of comet Halley using a single scattering
approach. The degradation of the visibility of the nucleus (par-
ticularly in contrast) can be neglected for Newburn's extreme low
case and reaches complete obscuration for the extreme high case.

Ref.:. Hellmich, R.: 1981 9 The Influence of Radi,*.'-ion Transfer in
Cometary Dust Haloes on the Production Rates of Gas and Dust,
Astron. Astrophys., in press.
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N•6	 photometric ►have function of the 'eriodt^r Comet Toopel-2
during its 1971-1979 Apparition

ld,.%rd F. Tedesco	 by Edwin S. lv'ker
Lunar and ttanotary Lib.:	 and McDonald Observatory
The University of Arizona 	 University of Texas at Austin

Photometric observations of r/Tempel-2 were obtained by four different groups
In tats 1978 and early 1979. These data, w„uw that between 28 October and 29
OoC1W'4or loll Tempei-2 exhibited an sstaroid ,11C9 phase function with a slope of
0.04+ O.OS no/dot During thin tim^a the halioci ►niric distance, `r, Increased
from 3.66 to 3.02	 ano the apparent visual magnitude went from 19.0 to 19.4.
letween 24 January and 24 February 1979 (3.16A r • 3.31 A41 a sharp increase in
brightness was observed, reaching a peak on 29 January at which time the cz4ot
wasw 2.7 nag brighter than it was at a similar phase angle in late October. Since
the heliocentric distance at the time of this outburst was Nis AU greater than it
was in October the outburst cannot be attributed to heating of the nucleus as
the comet approached the sine, Since an upper limit of Y(l,•c),ib,4 was deduced
from observations made on 24 Harchthe comet had returned to its pre-outburst
brightness by this date. Nance an upper limit of 63 days can be placed on the
pilriod of time during which significant activV'y was displayed. The fact that the
Y,l,a ) on 28 October and 24 March differ by about h mag is consistent with the
uncertainties of measurement and the fact that To"el-2 displays a rota tonal
amplitude on the order of h no Darker and Rybski (1979, IM 12, 436)j . If we
assume that the October, Decamber, and March observations were not affected by
cometary activity i.a' that a "ban nucleus" was being observed then the phase

+coefficient of O.{1 0.07 sag/day rbttined from these data should be consistent
with those observed Tor asteroids. Indeed, within the Iorggaa uncertainty, such is
the case since asteroid phase coefficients vary between OT and 0.05 map/deg with
asteroids of lower albedo hav'Sr,3 larger phase coefficients. The absolute ma ni-
tuds, V(1,0), of the bare nucleus is therefore 14.3 + O.S. The spectra obtained
by Spinrad at al. (1979) are similar to those of the -low albedo asteroids found
in the outer parts of the asteroid belt (Tedesco and Gradie, this conference)
as well r: to the more c~S-type ssteraids. Since these asteroids have
geometric albtdos ranging from 0.02 to 0.20 it is not unreasonable to suppose that
the albodo of Tempe1-2 also lies in this range. (This, of course, assumes that
the comet's bare nucleus was actually observed.)

Conclusions

1) photometric observations of faint cants using different observatlonnl
techniques can be successfully combined.

2) Tempel-2 can undergo outbursts of activity at heliocentric distances
in excess of 3 AU.

3) 1''he absolute (V) nuclear magnitude of Tempel-2 is 14.5 + O.S.

4) If the bare nucleus was actually observed it may be as large as is im
in diameter. If the bare nucleus was not observed then this value
represents a strict upper limit on the size of the true nucleus.

N,6	 "the Behavior of the Red Nuclear Continuum of !/Comets with varying
Heliocentric Distance"

John R. Stauffer
Myron Spinead

Department of Astronomy, Univ. of California, Berkeley

Our Lick IDS sca as isolate the red continuum from the photometric nuclei
of several L9e0 !/Comets in spectral "viu4w " almost entirely free of
emission (on either side of the red (011 linos, mostly avoiding the NH2
bands).

The red region continuummagnitudes of these coasts are quits faint;
!/Eacka was observed at r s I, a9 A.U. at continuum Ms. 19.0; however its
Continuum than quite strong compared to the mission lines. As Lucks
approached the sun, its continuum did not brighten; if anythta1, it faded
slightly. We present rough parer-law descriptions of the reduced continuum
brightness variation of F/Eneke (positive exponent) and !/Tuttle and
!/Stsphen-Oterms for their 1980 apparitions. Tuttle and Stephen-^Ott-i ga both
show the expected negative exponential dependence upon the cometary
hellocentric distance.

These changes are cautiously inserted into the context of an cy-grain
photometric 'nuclear model. In the case of !/Encke, no solid body nucleus
exceeding a half-m radius is photoaatrically possible, unless its albedo is
lower than 6.051 lore likely r < 0.5 ka if any icy-grains survive in the halo
at r 1 0.3 ' ► .1'.-
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Johan 0egowij (Jot Propulaiom zaboratory) asap Clark R. Chrrpan
( ►lanetary sclemse testitute, 9RVOaen)

we are trying to obtain spatially resolved colorimetry (0,40 - 0.85 pm)
of taint comets using the Video Camara as the Winch teleaoopo n.f the
Kitt leak Mational Observatory. Two filters centered at the CN(0,0)
and C2(0 ► 0) bands an used flue eiX filters at wavelengths 1000
affected by gaseous emissions, %his approach allow us to obtain
spectral refloctivity Pointe for the central condensation and the
dust/ges aloud. to particular for faint (Vzls "I) amp distant
W-J AO) oometa, the came is re:atively faint **opened with the
dory, and w pan expect tbat Met of the light may be reflected
from the surface of thi, nucleus.

on 10 Jan. INI Wo w tested our approach om l/141n+0amnnr,-Maehmenr ¢:!
it was at 2.2 AU from the sum and 102 AU from the earth, we n±Nsw ,
the total integrated magnitude to be Vr14#0 and the magnitude n. th
central condensation to be V•1S.9, Mo colors of the central ugs,a
(diameter 2.2 arcs") an similar to that of the !-type asteroid 4J4
Z os, The annuli further out tend to have 10-201 larger reflectance@
near 0.8 Um and also they same brighter at 0.42 tW. The magnitude of
the central-condensation at unit distance to Barth and sun is V(l,a)•
1217 and We is consistent with an observation at r-S.S AUby be.
i. Roemer (xresak 1972) providing a(1,0)ti14.1 or V(1,0) 1%!12.1. The
corresponding diameter would be somewhere between 2 km #+y0.6) and
7 b (".03), TAis photometric diameter estimate and the similarity
of the stellar and comet seeing disk intensity profiles, are consistent
with a major fraction of the light being reflected by a solid body,
not obscured by an optically thick dust cloud. Most of the distant
asteroids in the solar system beyond 4-5 AU # inciudine Chiron. have
neutrally colored spectra. P/g-w (2) ems captured by Jupiter in
1926 from gm3.95, and it would be a surprise if this body, with an
origin p' lsumably in the Oort cloud, had s-type colors. It is not
excluded, however, that the central condensation is actually a cloud
of neutral-colored particles with a size distribution such that a
reddish 2-type spoctrm is generated. More observations of comas
are needed, with a variety of magnitudes and distances from the sun.

N.3	 p1ScMiaaamra-41arlann 1 and Chiron: Hear-tnfrared Photometry

J. D*Sovij (Jet Propulaton Lab.), W. K. Nartonon (Planetary Science
Institute), and D. P. Cruikshank (lost. for Astronomy, U-niv, Hawaii).

In a program of visible band and near-infrared photometry of distant
comets aimed at the detection of a cometary nucleus in the absence of
a come, we have obtained VJRIK photometry of P/lchwaseman-Vachmann 1
during a period of vary low or absent somatic activity. When platted
is a JHR color diagram, T/S-W 1 lies near the field o4cupied and
defined by reeky objects such as asteroids and planetary satellites of
low albedo, The V-J color of the comet is'very red and comparable to
the RD asteroids. The J1KC colors of P/g-4 1 are distinctly different
from those of four other comets, most with extensive comae. sessured
by K. Ahern and A, Tokunags. We have also natured the JHK colors
of ;uteroid 2060 Chiron with 'he goal of ascertaining if it has a
surf Ivm of reeky/dusty material or of exposures of water ice. In the
JHK color diagram Chiron falls within the boundaries of the rocky/dusty
objects of low and intermediate albedo. The possibility that Chiron
is an extinct cometary nucleus remains open because of the growing body
of evidence that extinct or weakly active nuclei, and even wall-
developed comae, show JmC signature indicative of the spectral
reflectance of dust with no significant gaseous emissions in the spectral
region 1-2,5 pe.

N,7
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N19	 SUM 'ACZ NATSU"S ON !tRMTF. COWTS t TXZORKT1CAL AND
054ZRVATIONAL INDICATIONS O '.X, Hartmann (Planetary Science
institute), D.Pr Cruikshank (University of Hawaii) and J,
Dagewij (Jet Propulsion Laboratory)

cruikshank, Degewij, and Nartnann have pursued a program
of infrared JNK photometry of outer solar system (OSS) aster-
aids and small satellites, showing that JKX colors discriminate
bright icy from dark stony surfac^►s. Objects in Jupiter#s
region form" from a mixture of R20 ice and carbonaceous stony
Natorial, and developed vary dark surfaces by a craterinq
process (selective vaporisation of ice). Objects further out
may have less initial stony component and may have darkened
less by craterinq. 1f comets contain a substantial stony
component of carbonaceous dust or rock, they may develop dark
surfaces in the Ois either by the craterinq process or by
fallback of stony matrial as the lttt ices vaporise on the
way toward aphelion. These two procwsees would produce dark
soil surfaces on remote, inactive comets if they had a substan-
tial initial dust component. Those conclusions are supported
by observations since November 1940 by N. A'Nearn and his
colleagues, and by us. A'BSarn at al. obtained JKK colors
of four moderately active comst•it solar distances of 1.3 to

placing all four in the JNK region at dark, stony
surfaces. We obtained JNX colors of comet Schwassmann-
Wachmann (1) in a quiescent state and object 2060 Chiron, at
solar distances 6.3 and 17 . 1 A.U., respectively, with similar
preliminary results. Reflecting surfaces and comas in these
objects may be primarily dark, carbonaceous, dusty debris.
Further Observations are in progress end will be discussed.
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N.10 STUDY OF THE NUCLEAR REGION OF COMETS BY THE OBSERVATION
OF ECLIPSED STARS

Jamars C. and Malaise, D.

The most important part of the comet is the nucleus which was never observed
an account of its small size. In the iondiste vicinity of the nucleus, there is
a dense cloud of Just inwhich takes place the chemitel transformation of the
nuclear Swiss into the radicals observed in the head. It is shown that im-
portant prop.rties of this crucial part of the comet c^jn be studied by high
speed photometry of stars eclipsed by the central part of the comet. Latest
developments in photon-counting detectors allows the development of the instru-
ment needed for such a study. The instrument and program of observations are
presented.



N.)1	 MILLIMETER -NAVE RADIOMETRY OF COMETARY NUCLEI

John C. RrarWt
Stephen 0. Meran
Jan M. Hollis

Laboratory for Astronomy and Solar Physics
Goddard Space Flight Center

Greenbelt, MO 20771

ABSTRACT

Predicted brightness temperatures for a variety of co'itary nucleus.
models consisting of homogenous layers comprised of mixtures of water ice and
refractory grains, are presented as a function of wavelength. These spectra
are computed using simple radiative transfer techniques adapted from modelling
of terrestrial ice and snow fields.

The millimeter wave spectra so computed are sensitive to the values of
physically significant model parameters such as crust thickness, the
subsurface tomperature gradient, and the boundary temperature of the
sublimating surface. It appears that mm-ways sensing of these thermal spectra
from an interplanetary spacecraft is ::most effective means for distinguishing
between alternate models of the nucleus and for evaluating the physical state
of substrata; modern theories on the nature of the nucleus indicate that
sublimation from these substrata provides the gas phase cometary volatiles
that are actually observed from ground-based and/or earth cw5it instruments.

In addition, antenna beam dilution has been a major obstacle for
ground-based molecular spectral line radio observations (e.g., water and
ammonia) of comets but a suitable m111imetev gave ,radiometer system in the
near vicinity of the comet is capable of completely circumventing this
problem. Thus, a systsn with spectral line capability in the millimeter
region will allow unambiguous searches for several possible parent molecules
in the go: 	as yell As the investigation  Qf inner coma 'hysic; which
determines the excitation of any molecules detected.

N112	 Radar Detectability of Comets

Paul G. Kamoun, Gordon H. Pettengill, Irwin I. Shapiro
Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences,

Massachusetts Institute of Tachnolo y

Abstract

Aside from the close encounter of a spacecraft with a comet
earth-based radar observations appear co otter the only way to
obtain direct data related to the central condensation of a
comet. We evaluate the capability of radar to yield information
on the size, rotation rate and albedo of the nucleus, the parti-
cle density in the coma and the cometary orbit itself. So far
vtry few attempts with radar to detect cometary nuclei have been
made, mostly because the nooded radar capability.in not available.
We treat the general problem of the detectability of a comet
(nucleus, cma, and tail), considering the backscattering pro-
perties of a comet, as expected from Whipple's model, and the
parameters if this available radar systems. We also evaluate the
bcat oppottunitios for this ground-based radar detection of a
comet in the period 1981-1991; this study is based on the best
estimates of orbital elements, nuclei sizes and rotation rates
available. We discuss in detail comet P/Encke, the first to
return a detectable radar echo, including the experimental pro-
cedure used at the Arecibo Observatory in November 1980 for
this detection. The radar echoes are consistent with scattering
by uniformly bright sphere of limb-to-limb bandwidth ftti-7.Oil.Ohz.
using the current estimates of rotation period (6 1/2 hrs) and
pole position (1-183 0 , 0-11 0 ), we deduce a nuclear radius
Ra1.330.2 km. Reception was nude in the rotational sense of
circular polarization opposite to that transmitted and yielded
a radar cross-section of (0.22`0.12)wR = (with R-1.3km).

,r



N113	 THERMAL MODELING Of COMETARY NUCLEI

Paul R. Weissman
Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Pasadena, California

Hugh H. Kieffer
U.S. Geological Survey

flagstaff, Arisoua

A i%ov model of the sublimation of volatile Ices from a couetary nucleus has
been developed which includes the effects of diurnal hearing and cooling, rotation
period and pole rrisntation, and thermal propertied of the ice and subsurface
layers. The program also includes the contribution from coma opacity, scattering,
and thermal mission, where the properties of the coma are derived from the
integrated rate of volatile production by the nucleus. The model is based on an
earlier program b y Kieffer at al. (1977) used to interpret data from the IRTM
experiment on the Viking Orbiters. Modular software design allows any volatile
ice to be substituted for water if so desired.

The model is applied to the specific saes of the 1986 apparition of HAlley's
Comet. Nwburn's (1979) nominal modal for Malley is used as the baseline for the
cases run. It is found that the generation of a cometary dust coma actually
increases the total energy reaching the Halley nucleus. 'rhis results because of
the significantly greater geometrical cross -section of the coma as compered wi4
the bare nucleus, and because the coma provides an isotropic source of scattered
sunlight and thermal mission over the entire nucleus surface. For Halley the
calculated coma opacity is approximately 0.1 at 1 AU from the sun, and 0.7 at
perihelion (0.59 AU). At 1 AU this has little affect on dayside temperatures
(maximum N195'K) but raises nightside temperatures by about 20% At perihelion
the higher opacity results in a nearly isothermal nucleus with only small diurnal
and latitudinal temperature variations. The general surface temperature is 2031K
with a maxima of 208 1K at local noon on tho equator. Results for volatile
production rates are in good agreement with earlier models and with observations
of Halley.

Input values for the cases run were; nucleus radius 2.5 km; surface albedo,
0.3; surface thermal inertia, 0.003; rotation period, 10.3 hrs; rotationpole
obliquity, 20 • ; dust to gas ratio, 0.5; physical density of coma dust, 1.0 I/cm^^
dust particle radius, 1.54. This work was supported by the NASA Tianetary
Geophysics and Ceocheuistry Program.

References

Kieffer, H,H., at al., J. Ceophys. Rea., 82. 4249, 1977.

Nevburn, R.L., in "Comet Halley Nier •Smsteroid Haiard Workshop," Eur. Space
Agency SP-1j13, 35, 1979.
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N.14 HEAT CONTENT AND EVOLUTION OF COMETARY NUCLEI
R, SMOLUCHO11SKI, Depts, of Astronomy and Physics, U. of Texas,
Austin, TES 78712

It has been shown .,Occntly (1) that new water-ice cometary
nuclei, which are almust certainly amorphous, begin to crystallize
rapidly at 5.5 AU for a fixed subsolar point and at 2.7 AU in
the so-called "isothermal" case. The ensuing very rapid etrapora-
tion of water leads to an outburst which is larger for leas
porous ices. In the present extension of this study the rate
of heat diffusion into the nisclei and their heat content has
been calculated * order to investi,ace shoir influence on the
subsequent evolur.on of comets. Too heat Rtux into the nucleus
turns out to be iurpri-iingly 1_-¢e and, for Coro porosity, it
can be of the order of 20 to 30 percent of the incident solar
flux for heliocentric distances between 3 and 8 AU dropping to
1 to 2 percent for 90 percent porosity which is typical of fresh
non-compacted snows. During subsequent passages near the Sun
the poreaus ices become compacted ("construccive metamorphism")
and t:h;* bonding strength increases through molecular diffusion,,
as a, result the heat flux into the nuclei increases so that, for
the same heliocentric distances, the temperature and the rate of
evaporation becomes progressively lower. The considerable heat
Content of the nuclei leads to thermal inertia so that, for the
same distances from the Sun, the temperature is lower before
than after the perihelia. The behavior of other ices, of dust
and of more complicated molecules has been also investigated.

(1) K, Smoluchowski, Aitroph. J. Lett., March 1, 1981 (in press).

Supported by .NASA grant NSC 7$05 S1)p- l

N.15 Some Consequences of a Phase Transition of Water Ice on the Heat
Balance of Comet Nuclei

(Abstract)

We consider a sphere of water ice of about I km in radius orbiting
sufficiently far from the sun thak evaporation can be neglected.

Numerical calculations of the surface temperature are done for two
cases ;

1) the sphere is composed of amorphous ice with a heat conduction to
the interior supposed to be negligeable,

2) the sphere Is composed of compact hexagonal ice with a heat con-
duction coefficient given by an empirical law from ref. (1) ;

5,67	 W

T	 cmK

The variations Of the surface temperature during one period are
smoothed	 in case 2 with respect to case 1. The amount of the smoothing

depends on the orbital parameters. The surface temperature of the
hexagonal ice sphere shows a phase angle of about 	 with respect to
aphelion and perihelion, The difference between	 4	 cases 1 and 2
fixes the upper limit of the influence of a phase transition from amorphous
to crystalline ice in a celestial body containing H 2O as a major component.

Ref.
(1) ;.Klinger ; Influence of a Transition of Ice on the Heat and Mass

Balance of Comets, Science, 209. 11 July 1980 pp. 271 -272.
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N. 16R	 the Infrared Spectral PropertikN; of Frozen Vol+tiles

We Fink and Godfrey Sill, Lunar and Planetary lab, University of Arizona

Although the nucial of comity, have not been directly observed, it
is generall y believed that the nuclei contain condensed volatile%.
Whipple's "dirty snowball" model of comet nuclei depends on the role of
volatile Ices in explaining cometary phenomena. Since most frozen vola-
tiles are white, it Is difficult to identify an Ice by examining its
visible reflected light,. It is In the Infrared reflected radiation that
these materials revel their identities. Vibrational modes unique to
each molecular species modify the spectral energy reflected.

We have pursued near IR laboratory reflcttance studies of molecules
that are potential candidates for fro zen volatile% in the solar system,
viz. solid H 0, CO , $0 , CH NH 3 , HS. CO. NH HS. and NHS •H O. I have
also measures the R tr;nsmA;ion ; pa tra of thin films of th^sa ices and
derived optical constants in th ► Infrared from 1 to 1OOum formost of
these. We present both our own work and that existing n the literature.
We also myiew toe Ices that hive so far been detected on solar system
bodies; H O ice on Europa. Ganymede and Callisto; the rings of S(*'urn,
the satallitas of Saturn; CO ice on Mars; SO ice on lo. When wi, are
able to view the nuclei of cWts, before thej developp extensive comas,
or at close range. it is hoped that this data will help to identify the
ices in the "dirty snowball."

»'.
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N.17E MOM UV REFLECTANCE SPECTRA OF NH3 , HZO, CO2 AND S02 ICES

8, Hapke, J. Wagner, E. Wtils and W. Partlow

The reflectance sp ^ec ra of 'ices of several vo)f,tiles of interest for cam

nuclei and outer solar ayati 'o6jedts ` have been ^saasured over the range 5-10,:

(1200-25001). In this region all the spectra Mve distinctive features which

could allow their identification by VV spectrosccoic resots sc,naing. NU 3 iR

bright at energies below about 6.0eV, where the reflactanet drops precipitq,w

and is lov at higher energies. H 2O hat a miniwm at about 7,750 and a sash:,

at 9.5er. CO2 has minima near 6.0, 7.0 and 10.0af and maxis at 6.5. 9.25 an<

10,50. The spectrum at 302 in vary black throughout the entire range aeasuri

but has a minima at about 6.75eV and A maximum Amer 9.5eV.

N.18	 PROTON IRRADIATION OF COVETARY TYFE ICE hIIXTURES

The infrared abrorption feature; of cometaa, ,y type ice mixtures

are analysed at low temperatures cefore and after proton irradiatic

ht ice mixtures consist of combination., of the .molecules s it2t`, NI

L = F4 , 111,2 . cc, 02 . The temperasure of the ice is maintained

rear I;?. while the incident 1 i•?ev proton fluence ranges from 10ic -

i0' 5 :'e':,c. ,2 ( s iMla inr. 1; .'0,000 to 1f10 the estimated co:.mic ray

accLmu latior, in the top 10 on of a conetary nucleus in 109 years).

Ali experiments s:.pport the ides, that new molecular species are

^tr._sized i.,n the solid phase mixture at 15 'K. bong chained hy:iro-

la bon, along ^,-ith nitro gen and carbon oxides are identified spectroccop-

their absorption strengths are proportional to proton fluence.

^^ter irradiation, the ire is very volatile around 20K as indicaveei

J preezure cursts.. From 20-40K, chemi-luminescence with enhancement

of volatility is observed and thermal luminescence is observed around

.Oa. Gas chromatographic analysis of volatiles liberated from the

ice	 warm-up corrirns the presence ofC,ii^ or CH, andand %^d He, A

colored room temperature residue is also produces. irelininary analysis

.;f the :residue indicates a variety of organic compounds.

"h6se experiments give direct results concerning the expectet.

nat.sre o vometary ices a 	 o	 /	 iafter 1G • ;le,t=^ of radiation 3^ rthe:iz. it :•

.'I.R ?^+E tC$ P i,i l {;e a=; ego ant! volati i i t^, of the nuclear ice are arfe. ted

:y t-le	 nf aynth siaa- eroluut . ,^ pl. :-c :tic;: a .f these exper.:.mencs

Io CC^3tar; = lels I: Y rtczented.

: :a-.la :r. %*car e a:i:: er'vaa :)o,r.
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(N.LT) Exp,rimental Rates of rrosen Gas Erosion by KsV-MeV bight Zone.

G. roti (1) , V. Pirsonello (2) , C. Straszulla(2)

(1) Istituto di Stkuttura dill& Materia Universitl di Catania

(2) Osservatorio Aistrofisico di Catania, Catania, Italy

Laboratory measurements of H 2O ice erosion induced by

energetic ions have been performed at low temperature (77K)

using the ion implanter of the Catania University.

Ejected particles have been analyzed with a quadrupole

mass spectrometer. This analysis has shown that the particles

lost by the target are substantially molecules: infact,

during steady state erosion almost only H 2 , 02 and H2O partial

pressures considerably increased.

This fact could be of some relevance in problems

connected with particles release by parent molecules in

comets at la qe distance from the Sun where the effect of W

photons is less important.

1
4
i{
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N, 19E	 0161104 Particlo grostooof Frozen vo&gtijel in Coast $
A. L. Johnson, University of Virginia, Charlottesville,
Virginia 22901 and L. J. Lanserotti and W. L. grown, sell
Lboratotias, 1Hurrny Hill, New Jersey 07974

Recent laboratory data above that chargad particles very effectively

erode frossn volatile$. 1,2 Further, the erosion yields for different vola-

tile* vary enormously with water ice having the lowest yields. These re-
sults, therefore, have a bearing on the comPetition betwe" collection and
loss of volatile* by comato at vary large distances from the sun, hence
on the 'pristine' nature of the sutface ,omposition. Is addition to of-
facting the a lecutar composition, there is also evidence that changed par-
ticles change cho nature of the frozen surfaces, as-dendritic growth has

been observed on the surface of amorphous water ice eroded by ions and the
yields for CO 2 depend on the thermal history during erosion. The s.'osioa
results also are relevant in estimating if*tifte of ice grains produced
as comets approach within observational distances of the earth. For In-
stance, water ice ;rains of the order of 20us have been shown to be eroded
mote effectively by sclar wind ions then by sublimation at distance* &rester
than 1.5AU from the sun3 . This paper will review the state of knowledga

and the status of laboratory measurements on the erosion of volatile*

(H2O, CO2 , 302 , NH3 , CH 41 
Ar and No) with application to a few cometary

problems.

This work is supported in part by a grant from tee National Science

Foundation, AST79-12690.

1) W. L. Irma, W. N. Auguetyniak, E. Brody, s. Cooper, L. J. Lanzarotti,
A. Raaires, A. Evatt, and R. 6. Johnson, Nuclear Inst. and Methods
170, 321 (1980).

2) R. E. Johnson, L. J. Lanzerotti, W. L. Drown, and T. P. Armstrong,
11gionce February (1981).

3) L. J. Lanzarotti, W. L. Drown, J. N. Poste, and W. H. Augustyniak,
Nature, 272 431 (1978).

N. 20R	 Relationships between comets, large meteors, and meteorites
C.W. Watherill, DTiH, Carnegie Institution of Washington

Washington, D.C. 20015
D.O. ReVelle, Dept. of Physics, N. Arizona Univ., Flagstaff, Arizona 86011

The link between comets and small moors is wall known. The greater value of data
from very bright meteors (fireballs brighter than -5 Hag., >100g) is less recognized.
This value is a consequence of their deeper atmospheric penetration, thus permitting
"natural experiments" that test the properties of the meteoroids under a range of
physical conditions. The longer flight path provides more useful deceleration and
photometric data. In sow cases, survival of atmospheric entry permito a connection
with meteorites studied in the laboratory. The heliocentric orbits of large meteors
are more stable, and more diagnostic of origin, because of the relatively small
importance of non-gravitatiooal forces, such as Poynting-Robertson effect and radiation
pressure.

The ti300 fireballs for which data are available (1-3) exhibit a wide range of
physical and orbital characteristics, classified (4) into three types:

(1) Strong survivable bodies, similar to ordinary chondrites
(IS) Weaker or less dense objects, tentatively identified as carbonaceous chondrites.
(III) Per weak objects
Although the statistical sample is not good, the three types appear to be

cc"rable in number.
in the present work these distinctions have been explored further and somewhat

modified in a number of ways by use of deceleration data, improved entry modelling (5)
and evidence from the recovered Innisfrae fireball.

..



N.2OR (continued)

Tron this and earlier work the following conclusions can be drawnt
(1) Many fireballs (as large so 10 tono or more) are associated with motoor

strejoss and hence comets, despite deliberate selection against such objects in reduction
of Prairie Petwork.' .dats.

(2) Steady-state seas balance shows that almost ell co$stary fireballs tail to
survive the ti10 years required to evolve into random orbits, presumably because of
low mechanical integrity. These objects breakup completely at aerodynamic pressures
of •01 to 1 atmosphere, seom to have sow ability to partially penetrate the atmosphere,
but are unlikely to be represented in museum aeteoritu collections, even as Cl ehondrites.

(3) fireballs similar to the above are soms',."l ! and in orbits with aphelia
92.5 A.O. Survival of such intangible objects for the 0g-107 yr r 4uired for this

orbital evolution is unlikely, and hence this is good eviceacs for existence of

extinct coasts in the inner solar system.'
(4) Soma fireballs with aphsl3a beyond Jupiter, presumably of cometary

affinity, have sufficient strength to survive passage through the atmosphere. One
of these is indistinguishable in mechanical properties iron ordinary chondrites•
Others appear weaker, but nevertheless are likely to be represented in meteorite
collection$.

(S) The large number (ti25%) of fireballs with physical properties similar to
recovered meteorites are less likely to be products of active comets, but cou`.d be
derived from Apo)lo objects of coeetary origin (6).

"FLRMES
(1) McCrosky at al SAO preprint 665, Ziateoritiks 37, 44-59 (1978)
(2) McCrosky at al SAO preprint 721, M liteoritika 3̂3 106-156 (1979)
(3) Ceplacha Z, Bull. Astron. Ynsti. Csech.2832 -340 (1977)
(4) Ceplacha and McCrosky, J.Geo hys. Res. 	 6257-6275 (1976)
(5) ReVelle, D.O., J. Atsos. Tarr. P— — hye. 4I, 453-473 (1979)

(6) Wetherill, G.W., Geochim. at Cossochis Aeta 40,1297-1317 (1976)

N.21	 Earth Orbit Approaching Comets and Their Theoretical Radiants

by Jack Orummond

Abstract

There are sixteen comets which produce recognizable meteor showers

found in Cook's (1973) list. Of these, five are long period, includinq one

in a parabolic and one in a hyperbolic orbit. The largest earth-comet

orbit miss distance is 0.20 AU for comet Encke and the daytime B Taurids.

Using this as an upper limit for meteor showers from comets, all comets

which approach the earth's orbit to within 0.20 AU were extracted from "The

Catalogue of Cometary Orbits", 3rd ed (Marsden 1979). A compiliation of

all such comets is presented by date of minimum approach, along with the

distance of closest approach and the theoretical geocentric radiants and

velocities of possible associated meteor showers. 3oth pre- and post-

perihelion encounters with the earth's orbit are considered.

There are 240 entries for 178 long oeriod comets, and 36 for 2G shor

period comets. It is noted that all short period comets that have

aoproached the earth's orbit to within 0 . 08 A;. have produced meter;rs,

except P/Lexell, '/° inlay, P/Denning-Fuj ikawa, and n /Grigg-gk4ellerun.

Other pertinent facts are discussed as an aid for those who wish to .,rode

meteor production from comets.
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IWM P !W&Z M& and DAVrD W.tiV=S.

it has long been suggested that the break up of a comrtary nucleus

gives use to a meteor stream. However, the, gravitational perturbations

of the planets can considerably modify the mean orbit of the meteor

stress so that the currant observed steam orbit may bear no obvious

relationship to the original cometary orbit. We have ,investigated

these perturbations for the quadrantid itroam and obtain excellent

agreement between observed parameters and-predicted ones (incIvAinq mass

segregation). Extending the work back ir, time indeed leads to 1)n orbit

vastly different from the current one. 11 similar calculation has been

carriid out for the Gemenidn and an interesting problem arises, As

expected, the calculations give a retrogression rate for the ascending

nods where observations show a progression. Thum, gravitational

perturbation by the planets is not the dominant perturber of the Gaminid

orbit. We will indicate other possibilities.
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Identification of Meteoritic fireballs Using the "iheoretical Light Curve Technique

D, 0, ReYelle
Department of Physics

Northern Arizona University
Flsgstiff, Arizona 86011

The relative shape of the light curve of fireballs can be used as a diagnostic tool in

combination with othar a9proaches in order to quentify differences in fireball behavior.

Using procedures develo ped in McKinley (1961) and Hughes (1978) a theoretical fireball

Light curve equation has been derived. In contrast to earlier work the new result allows

for a contribution to the light from fireball deceleration (ReYelle and Rajan, 1979) as

well as frcm the ablation products directly, It also incorporates a height variable

velocity ivoto the result. The quantities needed to evaluate the light curve equation

include the observed initial velocity and subsequent values including the value at the

point where the maximum magnitude occurs and the observed magnitude values at al l points

along the trail at their corresponding altitudes of occurence, Two additional quantities

are also needed in order to evaluate the light curve equation. These are a, the average

ablation parameter and n, the const is power law exponent of the velocity in the assumed

luminous efficiency function. Although representative values of 0,02 sec 2/km2 for v

and 7 , 5 for n are currently being suggested by the author, the results are not very
,

sensitive to these values. This is especially the case for n such that the difference

between using n = 1 and 7.5 in the computed light curve is only perceptable et the lowest

altitudes, very near the observed end height. Application of this new equation to the

three photographed and recovered meteorites, Pribram, Lost City and tnnisfree yields very

good agreement between the observed and computed light curves. Work is proceeding with

Ceplecha with snore additional new rc-:-O is to apply this equation to the Prairie ,Network

fireballs photographed through 1976 by Mctrosk,, and co-workers, Although agreement is

good in a number of cases, there are some fireballs which do not follow this new relation

even in an approximate manner. These fireballs are the suspected "nonmeteoritic" types, a

suspicion which can be tested via other approaches such as dynamical treatments, etc.,

^^	 AR



N.23	 Coavositions of Outs ,, kit Asteroids:
Implications for Coots

by

Edward F. Tedesco	 Jonathan C. Gradie
Lunar and Planetary Lab,	 and Lab. for Planetary Studies
Thy University of Arizona	 Cornell University

We report on recent broad band (0,32 to 1.03 "P) photoatry, and 10 and
20,un radiometry of asteroids in the outermost parts of the asteroid belt.
Our observations establish that these a tirolds, bolonq/ing to the Hilda
group ((seaima or axes, a, ner,r 4 AU) and Trojan roups ;a near S.2 AU) fenm a
compositionally distinct population compared with main belt asteroids.
In articular there are apparentlyY no 0-type asteroids among the Trojans
while no more than 25% of the Nildo asteroids observed to date could be
classified as C-type. This is in contrast to the outer -main belt population
(3.16 a a 3.i) M of which are believed Jo be C-tYPe Ctellner, 1979 in
asteroids (T. Gehrels, ed,), pp. 1e3.606J. In addition to the C and RD-types
previously recognized mggthe Hilda and Trojen groups theme are present
at least one. and perhaps two, new taxanomic types. All members of these
two groups are low albedo objects (p 40.04).	 discuss the suggestion
by Gradis and Veverka (1960, d!aearo $3, 640) that the very low albodot
and red spectra of these outer belt asteroids can be explained by the pre-,
$once of kerogoo-like organic compounds on their surfaces and that these
compounds may have been the pripa•ry rocky eondmsete in the outer Solar
system and may therefore be typical of the rocky component of comet nuclei.
We also discuss observations of dusty comets whose reflection spectra
resemble those of outer belt asteroids leading us to think that "bare"
cometary nuclei may rarely, if ever, be observable.

N.24

	

	 Composition of the Material Which Initially Accreted in Comets

L.L. Wilkening, Univ. of Arizona

What is known rbplt toe composition of the silicata component of the nucleus
has been learned from the study of dust tails and interplanetary dust. From
infrarel studies it is known only that the dust in tails bears some resembiance
to `nterstallar dust. Th ►, best analogs to tMs material are CI or CM chondrites
or synthetic vapor-deposited amorphous silicates. The study of interplanetary
dust recovered from "a stratosphere shows it is diverse and complex in its
mineralogy. If all interplanetary dust is from comets, than comets may be
more complex than 

I
	 origin and evolution than originally suspected.

Alt4rnatively there may be more then one source of interplanetary dust.

It has been clearly demonstrated by several groups that the mineralogy of
CI and CM chondritos is the result of the action of liquid H O upon the original
minerals which constituted the carbonacaous chondrite parent"bodiss. Two impor-
tant questions bear on the origin and evolution of the silicate portion of comets
if this material resembles CI or CM meteorites. (1) Are hydrated silicates
a probable primary accretionary material? (2) If carbonaceous chondrite parent
bodies were comets, could com .̂atary nuclei have ever reached the melting point
of H20?

N.25P	 DO COMETS HAVE SATELLITES?

T. C. van Flatdern

u.S.Haval observatory
Washington, DC 20390

The recent rush o >t evidence that many minor planets may have

satellites, together with the known physical, chemical, and

lightcurve similarities between minor planets and comets, lead

naturally to the question, "Might comets have satellites too?"

This paper explores, six puzzling features of comets which are

presently poorly understood, but which can be elegantly explained

it it is assumed that comets do indeed have dust, debris, and

satellites in orbit around their nuclei.
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THE SPACVATCH CAMEitA

T, Cahrelsa , sE. ShommkIrb , H. losiosardc I J. Do9ewi^ b , ^, Frockera , R,  McMillan a,
K. Serkowski , C. Stall , ii. Stone , and P, Stril"MItttr

The Specawatch Camera is presently in 4 design phase with support from NASA's Solar System
Exploration Division (Office of spec• sciences). It is a 1.1 m reflector for tho detection
of asteroids and cemeary cores ^Mt Occasionally spfl" ,I;h the Borth. A CCO array is used
at price focus (F/2.2) to scan 20 0 in right ascension ^lAd 0!S to declination durin two
consecutive scans of five minutes each. A computer system compares the two scans in real
tir in order to find mving objects, The limiting ma gnitude is VN19.4. The Camera and
coputors will be installed In an existing dome of the university of Arizona Observatories

on Kitt Peak. A ton-year program of seevcNin should discover a substantial fraction of
earth-rip reaching asteroids that are larger t n #4.6 ke in diameter, Phutomstryy and radio-

Ul will be done for many of them, with mophasis on the distinction of spectral types and
e difference between asteroids and extinct cemetery nuclei,

aUniversity of Arizona; bJet Propulsion laboratory; Cuniversity of Hawaii



DAR	 Comytwry oust in the Solar S7 em

Review Paper by H. rechtiq. MAX- plrnck-Institut fair Kernphyl kl

Heidelberg, Gc -iwy

By two basic methods # namely studies of microcraters on lunar

samples and in situ dust experiments, information has been

obtained on cometary dust in the solar system. The diameter

to dupth ratios of lunar microcraters are primarily determined

by the densities of the projectiles. Up to 250 of all lunar

microcxaters are produced by low density projectiles. The

resultll from the HEOS -2 dust experiment showed the existencm

of soaaaled " swarms " o which are bursts of particles produced

shortly `before observation. Since these swarms are observed

within . 10 Earth radii, their production probably results from

electroicatic fragmentation within the auroral plasma region.

The fluxes of the parent bodies are estimated to be roughly 301

of the fluxes of these parent bodies travelling through these

xegion. However, less than 501 of the observed dust particles

are of this type. Observational results of the Helios expert-

want clearly show the exist*nc* of lore density particles. This

could be derived from the differences in events of the two

Helios-sensors.

All these informations indicate the existence of low density

particles in the solar system which are most likely of cometary

origin. Only less than 301 are of this low density type. This

fact in combination with the low dust production rate of comets

either show that there are other dust sources in the solar system

or we do not understand whatcometary dust in particular or

comets in general look like. To explore the nature of cometary

dust particles within the coma of Halley is another important

roason to have a cometary mission.

r.2R	 LABORATOJY STUDIES OF INTERPLANETARY DUST
Fraundorf, P..)

(1) Washington University, (2) University of Washingtont Caltach.

Dust particles in the site range 2u to 50u collected above 65,000 ft. in the earth's
atmosphere, fall into several categories: sow, •qr -AL 01) spherules) are clearly terrestrial
contaminants, others frs extraterrestrial in origin, IN or still others the issue is not
settled. The extraterrostrial origin of one subset of .particles dubbed "chondritic aggregates"
has been established by several observations, For one, as suggested by their new*, the abundan-
ces of major elements, C, Ra t Mg, A1, Si, S, Ca, Fe, and Ni and minor and trace elements Ir. Sc,
Mn, Co and Zn are similar to those found in primitive, carbonaceous chondrites. The particles
have also beenfound to contain large concentrations of the noble gases Me, No and Ar in pro-
portions consistent with solar wind implantation origin. The abundance of No with respect to
Ar is close to the photospheric abundance and differs by an order of magnitude from the terres-
trial atmospheric value. The 40Ar/76Ar value is also distinctly lower then the atmospheric
value. This solar type noble gas component could be due to a recent solar wind irradiation of
the particles in space or it could be due, as in gas-rich meteorites, to an ancient solar irradi-
ation of the individual constituents that make up the particles. In s pite of their extraterres-
trial arigin and apparently primitive nature, none of the particles so far studied show large
anomalies in the isotopes of No although possible deviations from terrestrial standards at the
level of ^, 4 per mil have been observe .Nor do the crystals in the aggregqates exhibit solar
flare track densities that would be expected if previously calculated lifetimes for small par-
ticles ware correct. Possibly the particles were once parts of much larger aggregates prior to
entry; heating during entry easy also have erased many of the tracks.



MR (continued)
Although the particles often contain minerals that are toomn. in Wooritess namely, olivine,

cllncenstatl*s and iron fulfides, the manner in which these mineral asserM ages occur sometimes
a ppears to be very different than in meteorites. Typically the minerals in a given particle are
very fine-grained and are covered and cemented together by noncrystalline, probably carbonaceous,
material. Examination of the particles by electron beam techniques demonstrate that the par-
ticles differ considerably one from the other and reflect a variety of processes that led to
their formation. One contains some spherical crystals that came together when they were partial-
ly molten. Some consist mostly of a noncrystalline "chondritic" material. Still other contain
crystals whose morphologies ppoossibly reflect a collision and comminution history, Some
aggregates are clearly not thermal equilibrium assemblages, and some crystals have apparently
been quenchtd from high taversture, Optical spectrosco p ic measurements show the presence
of aprominent 10u absorption band and are thus consistent with a cometary origin for the
particles. The friable and fluffy nature of many of the aggregate particles are consistent with
what has bo" inferred for the properties of meteors. some of which are known to be associated
with coots, At this point in time, a cometary origin for the particles appears to be a
viable working hypothesis.

Interplanetary particles much lar ger then those collectable in tbs. UrAtosphere have been
recovered from the sea floor, These particles range in site NO 1000 tz; 3w andAre of
particular interest because they are samples of the sites of metaoroidt which have been
studied for many years a visual and radar metaors. These Large particles malted during
atmospheric entry but to a large extent their elemental and isotopic co . sition remainwd
unaltered. Analyses of a large number of these particles has produced what it probaboy the
best determination of the composition of cometary solids.

References:	 Fraundorf, P. and Shirek, '1979, Proc. lunar Planet. Sc1. Conf. 10th, P. 951;
Brownie* , O.E. 1979, Rev. of Geophys. and Space Phys. 17, p. 1735.

0,3	 STARCH FOR POSSIBLE COMETARY DUST IN ANTARCTIC ICE CORES
Jerry Wagstaff and Elbert A, King

A!STIACT Parttetes of probable extrstorrestrist origin have been recovered
from Antarctic ice cored in which they may occur in concentrations of as much
ds one particle in ten thousand. The ice cores offer the possibility for
time-strstigrophic control, selection of intervals with low totalparticle
concentrations and preindustrial age samples. We presently are searching for
a distinctive population of particles associated with the spectacular iaouid

me'.sor display of 1833, This interval of core was selected because of its low
total particle, hence tow terrestrial, particle, concentration ♦nd because it is
bracketed by large volcanic ash falls that may be used as stratigrophic markers.
Our efforts are focused primarily on the lass than 3 sictewter sine fraction
as this size class has the possibility to enter the Earth's atmosphere and
settle to the surfs•- with only minor particle alteration. Particles are imag-
sd with a Cambri4ge ..4-10 Stereoscon scanning electron microscope and analysed
with an EDAX SW 9160 program on an :MAX 9100 system. Particles believed to be
extraterrestrial in origin include T6-$ end Fs -0 spheres and also irregular
particles with various proportions of Si-pig-Fe- N1-S-l-AI-0 and Fe-Cr-Ni-3-0
wi►h morphologies similar zo particles collected with airborne systems by
other workers. In addition, populations of particles characterized by an abun-
dance of low atonic cumber elements and minor amounts of Fe-Ni-Cu or inhcmogan-
eously distributed Si-Cs-Mg-Fo-Zn-Cu-N1-S M_y be of extraterrestrial origin,
Work is continuing to charoctoris& the particle populations of various strati
grspllftt intervals in the cores, We will attrspt to determine whether or not
it is feasible to mks a stratigvaphie/statistical argument for the cwetsry
origin of any specific extraterrestrial particle p4rolstion. However, this
will require the investigation of many hundreds of thousands of particles.
Shia research is supported by the National Science Foundation, Division of
Polar Pv1sroms,



D.4 Interrelation of Interplanetary and Cometary Dust as Ob-

served by the Helios Micrometeorcid Experiment.

E. Grim, H. Fechtig, J. Kissel, and N. Pailer, Max- planc,,-

Institut fUr Kernphysik, Heidelberg, W. Germany

The micrometeoroid experiment on board Helios observes

interplanetary dust particles between 0.3 AU and 1 AU distance

from the sun. it detected several hundreds of PLicrowteoroids

In the mass range from 10 -16g to 10-7g. Approximate orbits

are obtained for these particles from the measured impact

speed and flight directions. It is shown that many par-

ticles (j, 50 0 move on high eccentricity orbits (a> 0.5).
From a comparison of the countrates at two sensors - one covered

by a thin entrance film, the other with an open aperture -

limits for the particle density can be derived. 10 to 30 1

of all observed micrometeoroids have bulk densities V, CIS/cm3^

most of them have also high eccentric orbits.

High eccentricities and low bulk densities are known

characteristics of meteor stream particles and sporadic

meteors which are directly related to comets. This similarity

suggests a recent cometary origin of at least 10 to 30 1

of the dust particles detected by Helios.

D.5	 INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY OF INTERPLANETARY DUST IN THE LABORATORY.
P. Fraundorf, J. J, Freemen*, and R. I. Patel, McDonnell Center for the Space
Sciences, Washington University, St. Louis, MO 63130; *Monsanto Co., Corp.
Research Dept., 800 N. Lindbergh Blvd., St. Louis, MO 63166.

Interplanetary dust is likely to be in part of cometary origin, and comets
In turn provide a most promising reservoir for unaltered samples of material
present durinj the formation of our solar system. The recent availability in
the laboratory of interplanetary dust collected in the stratosphere (1), albeit
in small quart *.hies, represents an important opportunity to relate the optical
properties of such dust to knowledge of composition and structure only obtainable
y "hands-on" examination. Transmission electron microscope (TEM) work on
stratosphere-collected interplanetary dust particles (IDPs) with compositions
similar to those of chondritic meteorites has shown that, in spits of outward
similsrities(e.g, reentrant structures, "primitive" compositions), they
exhibit a rich variety of internal structures which undoubtedly contain infor-
mation on differences in origin from one particle to the next, as well as signs
of alteration during atmosphere entry (2). In this paper, we report results on
the study of infrared absorption features in such particles.

First, transmission spectra using macroscopic amounts of minerals which
have already been shown to be common in collected IDPs have been obtained to
provide a point of reference in interpreting spectra from microscopic samples.
Of the minerals olivine, pyroxene,magnetits, and pyrrhotite, only the first two
(the silicates) have strong absorption features between 5 and 20 um. At least
two common constituents of collected IDPs, a carbonaceous component and a non-
crystalline "chondritic" material (2,3,4), remain essentially uncharacterized,
and hence no macroscopic analogs have been examined for them. Secondly, data
from samples only 1 to 10 ng in mass has been obtained: spectra of olivine,
pyroxene, and an improved spectrum from 3 crushed IDPs (5). The dominant
absorption feature between 9 and 11um in the 10- 9 g IDPsample is clearly
different from that of olivine. With these spectra, the ability to obtain
diagnostic spectra from the quantity of material found in large ( e.g. 15 um)
IDPs will be demonstrated. Subsequent TEM work on these ID O. will be attempted
to relate observed optical properties to the underlying IDP structures.



D.5 (continued)

(Finally, initial attempts at "mmi ►ring subnanogram quantities of material
suspended in carbon films on TEM grids have been made. In particular, two of
eleven Ws already examined in the TEM consisted mostly of a noncrystalline
""chondritic" material, These particles are interestingg because they did not
exhibit magnetite decoration, which may be a sign of alteration on atmospheric
en cry (6), and because astrophysical observations of the interstellar feature
near 10om suggest that noncrystalline silicates may be common in dust outside
the solar system ( 7). Although signal-to -noise problems are too severe to allow
+ny inferences about its shape, ,transmission spectra of mounts made from one of
these IOPs indicate that this noncrystalline material does exhibit a 10 um
absorption feature,

REFERENCES: (1) O.E. Brownlee at al. (1976) NASA 'TM X-73 52; t2) P,
Fraundorf (1980) Geochim. et Cosmochim. Act&, in press; 	 raundorf and
J Shirck ( 1979) lunar Planet. SEE c ont. loth, 951-976; (4) P, Fraundorf

R
981 Lunar and P1a not 5ci, XII Abstra.ts, submitted; (5 P, Fraundorf at al,
980	 , d-i6a; t	 row" as at al. (1975) J. Geo_ ĥ s_Res. 80,

4917-4924; 7) T.J. WI lar and W.W. 0uley (1980) Mon. Not. R. Astr. 5oc. 191,
641-649,

MR Optical and Infrared (.5µ to 20u) Observoa ns of Bright Comets

E. P. Nay

University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

Since 1965 infrared observations have been obtained on 7 bright comets

and p. Eneke. Five comets were dusty with pronounced Type II tails. These

were Bennett 19691, Kohoucek 1973f, Bradfield 1974b. West 1975n, and

Bradfield 1980t. All of these dusty comets showed a silicate signature at

10 and 19 microns indicating the presence of small (r < 5p) refractory grains

in the comae and tails of these comets. The anti tail of Kohoutek did not have

the silicate feature suggesting the presence of large particles. Comet

Kobayashi-Berger-Milon 1975h and Coeet Ikeya 1965f had Type I tails.

Detailed study of 1975h indicated thermal mission from liars* grains,

.Measurement of coma colors from visual to infrared wavelengths allows

determination of the grain temperature and of the albedo and its dependence

on scattering angle. Both 1975n and 1980t passed between the earth and the

sun allowing observations at scattering angles as small as 300 . Both comets

show strong forward scattering as expected for dielectric grains of radius

about a micron. The nature of the sizo distribution can change abruptly on

an individual comet. The visual and infrared brightness of 1974b decreased

in a few days, the silicate feature disappeared and the visual albedo dropped.

The dependence of the comet brightness on diaphragm diameter (brightness

proportional to diameter) suggests a model for the dust in which the number

of grains satisfies the continuity equation. Plots of (XFX ) mx show that

the total energy radiated by the rasa varies as R n with an exponent n between

3 and 5 when R is leas than 1 a.u. The infrared observations allow estimates

of the sass rjected in silicate grains and these are consistent with a

quantity comparable to the mass of water ejected (as determined by the OR and

H abundances)



O•i	 THE THERMAL PROPERTIES OF DUST IN PERIODIC COMETS

HUMBERTO CAMPItIS, MARC,IA LEBOFSKY Aili GEORGE RIEKE
University of Arizona

We present nearly sinvaltaneous photometric observations between l and

20 um of four periodic comets including comet Encke. Our observations are

the fir<: to include the thermal and reflected portions of the infrared

spectrum of any periodic comet. The properties of the cometary dust as

derived from the^ie observations are discussed, as well as the peculiar

behavior of comet Encke relative to that of other periodic and non-periodic

comets.

0.8	 INTERPRETING THE INFRARED AND OPTICAL EMISSION

FROM COMET DUST

s

Martha S. Hamner*
Jet Propulsion Laboratory

The infrared emission from cometary dust grains is being modeled in order to

infer the composition and dominant size range of dust emittsd from comets.

The models are based on measured refractive indices for minerals expected to

be present in cometary material - silicates, magnetite, carbon, ices, The

obr.erveJ shape of the 10 um emission and the relative 10 um/10 um emission

can be fit by amorphous olivine, whereas the underlying thermal emission

requires the presence of hot absorbing grains. Icy grains may also be

present; they can enhance the optical scattering without contributing to

the infrared brightness. The effect of these three dust components on the

optical scattering and derived albedo will be discussed. Desirable

observations of future comets will be suggested..

0.9	 OPTICAL POLARIMETRY OF COMET WEST 1976 VI

J.J. Michalsky Jr.

ABSTRACT

The polarization of the continuum of Comet West 1976 VI was measured

in four narrowband filters spanning the wavelength range from 440-850 nm.

The post-perihelion observations indicated wavelength , independent polariza-

tion on each of the three occasions on which it was t asured. The wavelength

Independence it in agreement with other polarization measurements of this

comet from the visible to the near-infrared, but it counters the general

tendency in comets for the polarization to increase with wavelength. The

magnitude b ps the polarization as a function of scattering angle, the wave-

length independence, and the infrared and optical photometric properties

suggest that dirty silicates (n i ti 0.5) smaller than So but approaching 	
. i

this size may be responsible. No circular polarization was detected.



D.10	 Interpretation of the Polarization Distribution of the Comet West

S. Isobe

Polarization distribution with a high spatial resolution was
obtained in the central 3' region of the Comet West by Isobe at al.
(1978). We interpret this observation in the way that large icy grains
including small silicate and graphite grains in it evaporate by the
solar radiation keeping smooth surface in the region of anti-solar
direction but haw rough iurface by atomic collisions in the region of
solar direction.

D.11	 Substances of Cowtery Grains Z tisated from Evaporation
and Radiation Tressura Mechanisms.

by Reid, Saito, Syuzo Isobs, alAihiko gisbioka,
and Tatauro Ishii.

Tokyo Astronomical Observator;t

Abstract
Intensity distribution of tails for several big coaeto

are estimated on the basis of grain properties in "k solartk
radiation field. The following results are obtaided.
1). Value of the aatiaua radiation pressure acting on dust
grains in any cosetary tails is found to be lase than 2.5
normalised to the unity for gravitational force. ?his claims
the condition that grains such as graphite particles of size
rant- i._tween 0.02 and 0.2 moron did not exist in then,
because the particle@ suffer big force beyond 2.5.
2;^„ Tail substances supplied aroound the tine of perihelion

passage for two am grasing oosets Ikeya-Saki (1965VIII) and
Sell-Liuss (1962 I11) were composed of the particular grains
whic' hdk_*g the values of radiation pressure force less than
1.0. Therefore, it is concluded that the substance was
composed of silicate grain only, sinces iron grains had subli-
c,;dd and there wars no graphite particles.

D. 12R
	

COMETARY DUST MODELS

D.W. Hughes

This paper reviews our knowledge of cometary dust both when it is in the
cometary nucleus and when it has been expelled from that nucleus by gas pres-
sure. The production and break up of the dusty insulating la yer that surrounds
the nucleus is considered. The basic properties of the dust, such as dens
mass distribution, index, shape, strength, charge and composition are rev,
Special emphasis is given to the way that some of these properties vary a:
function of particle size.

The problems of observational selection are also stressed. Oust can
detected in the inner cone, in the dust tails and as meteoroids in meteor
The relationships between these three groups of particles are investigate(

The orbits of the dust particles after election from the nucleus var;
drastically as a function of particle size, this being due to the relativ(
importance of solar gravitation, radiation pressure and solar wind. Mode'
of dust distribution around the nucleus and the dust hazard to spacecraft
the vicinity of the comet are reviewed.

Consideration is also given to the nay the cometary dust decays into
solar system dust cloud, the effect of nuclear spin on the dust distribut
and evidence for non perihelion emission and the contribution of outburst,
the dust population.
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0.13R	 Dusty Gas Dynamics in Real Cometsis  (invited review)

Max K. Wallis
Department of Applied Mathemat;cs and Astronomy,

University College, Cardiff, Wales, U.K.

Two-phase hydrodynamics is used to model the corbination of solid grains in

outstreaming cometary gas. Evaporation of the grains can be included by allowing

nnss and energy exchanges, in the space environment, radiative heating of

submicron	 grains is O so important,

Radially-symmetric Cow is described by a set of ordinary differential aquati'ons

with a singular point at Mach number M = 1. Appropriate , solutions fos- a single
size of grain (Probstein, 1969), having in ger+,*w!l subsonic Mach number d o it the

nucleus, require calculation as a two-point ►joundary problem through the X-type
singular point, Values of Me and the terminal speed % for the adiabatic case

(Probstein) and for heated grains (Shut'man, 1972) depend ma i nly on the dust-gas

ratio and grain-gas coupling parameters.

In real comets the dust particle size spectru-m is also important. To again model

by ordinary differential fluid equations, a number of discrete grain sizes are

chosen. Sample solutions given show dependence of Mo and v. on the size
distribution. Effects of comet gravity, ice grain sublimation and radiative

exchanges of the gas are modelled by additional source or loss terms. Qualitatively

it is seen that gravity, increased grain drag and sublimation reduce M o and extend

the subsonic region, while gas cooling (via collisional excitation of molecular

rotational modes) tends to counteract , thess changes.

Visible dust halos would not bo produced in steady outgassing, but need describing

by an unsteady source giving outwardly propagatipg shoos. Radial symmetry is
not an appropriate assumption for Jet-like gas and dust sources, nor for flows

within a few radii of the nucleus where there is condensation on the shaded side. The

difficulty of treating the partial differential equations for 2 or 3 dimensional

flow with a free boundary surface suggests more direct computational approaches.

Probstein, R F, 1969 Emblems of hydrodynairics and contin cart mechanics, (ad. H !►
Lavrent l ev) P.M. M4, Philadelphia.

Shul'man, L M, 1972 Dyumfka Ametnikh wafer - ntttr-zln t gcaa, Ch.3, Kiev.
Wallis,fi K. 1,979 ,	 Ccrostary Ysaaions, R-meis Sternwarte, Bamberg, 12 (132), p,127

I
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0.14 bust Production Rates Of Comet Hallays Models for The ESA GIOTTO

Comet Halley .Probe.

G.H.SCHWEHM, H.KNEISSEL (Ruhr-Universitlt 8ochum,Dereich Extra-

terrestrische Physik,D-4630 9ochum,FRG)

The spatial distribution and velocities of dust particles in the

coma of Comet Halley have been derived, for the emission of ice

particles from,the comet and their distribution in the coma a

modified fountain-model is used, which tak*s into account the

finite lifetimes of the ice particles du* to sublimation.based

on these results we discuss the anticipated flux encountered by

the GIOTTO probs,to get an estimate of the expected count rags

of the Meteoroid Shield Penetration Flash Oatector(W),which

is part of the Dust Impact Detection System(D'ZDSY).The results

are compared with the count rates derived from the Newburn-

Divine model.

For selected particle sizw ranges the influence of the sublimation;

of the ices on the measurements of the Particle Impact Analyzer

(PIA)- Experiment on the GIOTTO-S/C will be discussed.
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9.16	 04 THE ELECTROSTATIC CHARGING OF THE DISTANT COMETARY NUCLEUS

D. A, Mendis
University of California, San Diego

La Jolla, CA 92093

AOSTRACT

The direct interaction of the solar wind and the ultraviolet
solar radiation with the cemetery nucleus, when it is sufficiently distant
from the sun (d x 5AU).iS djscusstd,. It is shown that, wilile much of the

sunlit hemisphere attains significant positive electrostatic potentials (,t 5 V)
as a result, the dark hemisphere attains numerically large negative potentials

(a -1 kV), As a result of these r;urface potentials and associatede electric
fields, any loose, fine dust that may exist on the surface will levitate above
the surface and the smallest grains (R9 4 0.1 µ) will be conpletely "blo;tn off,"
Consequently at large heliocentric distances a cornet could lose a portion .0
any dusty mantle it may possess without the assistance of any outflowinc Cos%,,

	D.17	 MAPPING OF ACTIVE AREAS ON THE NUCLEUS OF THE PERSEID COMXT 
FROM OBSERVATIONS

OF DUST PHENOMENA

Z. Sekanina
Jet Propulsion Laboratory

California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, Californ. -a 91109

Abstract

Because of its dynamical behavior, dust plays a major role in studies
aimed at large-scale surface mapping of eoaetary nuclei. In contrast to
gas, dust motions in comets are highly organized and initial impulses the
particles are subjeetsd to are well preserved for some time after ejection.
Quantitative analysis of the dynamical evolution of distinct dust phenomena
(such as jets, envelopes, etc.) in the coma allows us to trace particle
motions back to the nucleus and thus to identify discrete sources of emission
on or below the surface. As a byproduct, the analysis also yields information
on the rotational properties of 'the coast, on the ejected dust itself, and on
the gas flow that gives rise to the dust emission. - The proposed dynamical
approach has been applied to Periodic Coast Swift-Tuttle, the parent coast of
the Perseid meteor 'stream. The results show that the coaet 0 s jet activity
was a product of brief bu*sea of dust (duration lees than 3 hours) from
eight isolated active areas on the nucleus and that 75% of the bursts took
place in the cgmetary "afternoon". Only one of the eight emission areas was
demonstrably active throughout the ntarly two months of observation; the
others were short-lived phenomena. Their 4istribution over the nucleus wait
strongly lopsided in cometocentric longitude, indicating that the structure
of the surface layer was profoundly heterogeneous. Five of the active regions
clustered to fora a large ring-shaped feature, perhaps a prominent fault. The
coact's rotation period is found to be 66.5 hours and the obliquity 80 0 . The
spin axis made an angle of600 with the direction to the sun at the time of
perihelion passage. - This paper presents the results of one phase of research
carried out at the Jet Propulsion Labora-ry, California Institute of Technology,
under Contract Number NAS 7-100, sponsorwo by the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration, Planetary Atmospheres Program, Office of Space Sciences.
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0.18	 GusTM=l 8o A. so and MZL Y. HISc0X1 (Space Astronomy
laboratoryy ,, Uoiversity of norida, cainseville).

sitcom of the qutcx fLme of Znterol^itarr
^!/t mad t/ t0/a / fie 	 to St from Cn.a cackt,

The dynamical evolution of dust injected into the interplanetary
nattum by comet make in its sarlr styes is invest gated on the basis of
both long-tern gravitational perturbations by planets ( Venus, Earth, Hers
and Ju$,,tter) on the dust and solar wind eleatromagaetic forces on the dust.
The pr*elsot location of the dust as deduced from these calculations is
compared to the position of the plans Ot maximum dust density("symmetry
plane ")of interplanetary dust.

	

D.19	 Comet Tempel-Tuttle and the Leonid Meteors

D.K. Yeomans

The distribution of dust surrounding periodic comet Tempel-Tuttle has
been mapped by analyzing the associated Leonid meteor shower data over the
902-1969 interval. The ma9ority of dust ejected from the pparent comet evolves
to a position lagging the comet and outside the comet's orbit. The out-
gassing and dust election re quired to explain the parent cant's deviation from
pure gravitational motion would preferentially place dust in u position
leading the comet and inside the comet's orbit. Hence it appears that radiation
pressure and planetary perturbations, rather than oJection processes, control
the dynamic evolution of the Leonid particles. Significant Leonid meteor
showers are possible roughly 2500 days before or after the parent comet reaa^ss
perihelion but only if the comet passes closer than 0,025 AU inside or 0.010 AU
outside the earth's orbit. Although the conditions in 1998-99 are optimum for
a significant Leonid meteor shower, the event is not certain because the dust
particle distribution near the comet is far from uniform. As a by-product of
this study, the orbit of comet Tempel-Tuttle has been redetermined for the
1366-1966 observed interval.

	

D.20	 Lifetime and ogi_ in of Submicron Particles

S. Fred Singer, Univ. Virginia

Submicron particle enhancements are observed for meteor

streams associated with Encke but not with Halley ' s Comet. This

suggests a "lifetime" in that meteor stream orbit of 2-5 years.

Such a value can be roughly calculated if the particles'

electrostatic potential in interplanetary space is about 3 volts.

To prevent ejection by radiation pressure, ( eradiation pressure/

gravitational force) must not exceed x.0.08. This sets close

limits on the physical nature of the particles. An LDEF

experiment during 1984-1966 should reveal the detailed dynamics

of injection due to Halley's Comet, and the subsequent dispersal

of particles.



D.21	 Submicron particles in the Solar System

John E. Stanley, Unix, of Virginia

Near-earth observations by the Explorer XLVI satellite

have revealed the existence of particles of mass o%olo"16 4mo
We Observe very strong enhancements during certain meteor streams.

This had not been seen by previous experiments. It suggests

that comets are the source of these particles. A forthccn►ing

LDEF experimout will have a particle event rate 10 times

greater than any previous experiment, and permit better time

resolution, as well as angular resolution.

D.22	 THE ."MOTIONS OF STRUCTURES IN THE DUST TAIL
OF COMET HEST 1976 VI

J. A. Farrell
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New :Mexico 87545

Z. Sekanina
Jet Propulsion Laboratory

California Institute of Tecl.nology
Pasadena, California 91109

Abstract

The dust tails of comets, which are usually smooth and featureless,
occasionally show structures which are caused by the fragmentation of
relatively large particles. Two types of structures Nava been, observed
in the dust tail of Comet West which have bees explained by a simple model,
(Sekanina_and Farrell, 1978, Astron. J. 93, 1675; 1980, Astron. J. 85,
1538): streamers or synchrones caused by explosive events at the nucleus,
And striae which are caused by particles released from the nucleus during
theme explosive events that iL:ubsequently fragment in the tail. The develop-
ment of these structures is depicted in a conputsr-generated notion picture
using the parameters derived from fitting the observational data. This
work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy. The
second author acknowledges support from NASA Planetary Acmospheres Program
under Contract HAS 7-100 to the Jet. Propulsion Laboratory.
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0.29	 111LI E MUCTIOU 0? POURIZ.4=01; AND

DRZG TbZSS VID T IME NATURE OF 001 TAR:t

ATMOSP&RE FARTICIMIS

By 1NN :Xisele♦ and W.Chernova

Institute of astrophysics, Dushanbe, USSR

A good deal of information on dust particles propertieo may

be rained from studing the oometary atmosphere brigtness and po-

larization dependency on tho phase angle d . Observations of
such a kind of fire comets - 1975n West, Schwassmann-44schmann It

19771 Chernykh, 19775 Ashbrook-Jackson, 1978f Geier - were per-
formed in 1976-1980.

Our present investigation and an analysis of previous yews
observations enable us to cake a conclusion that for a typical

dusty cometary coma the phase dependency of polarization has a

positive polarization maximta;i as nigh as 2$-305, at d -90^ an

inversion angle near 200 and a negative polarization branch at
of 4 200 with a polarization minimum several percent deep.

ror comets 19775 Ashbrook- JAcknon and 1978f Meier an opposi-
tion fiffect is found.

The phase dependencies of polarization and the opposition

effect of comstary atmospheres showed a striking _esemblance to

analogous dependencies for minor planets and Zodiacal light.

i:i• Laeory calcula t ions show that in general the inversion

of the polarization sign and the opposition effect are characte-

ristic for particles of dielectric nature and of dimensions grea-

ter than a few microns. Taking into account these cirzumatances

it is not surprising that one observe a community of particle
properties in cometar7 atmospheres, on the surfaces of minor pla-

nets andw(the Zodiacal cloud as the particle distension in the

last t o parti*ld assemblies are known to be of the order of se-

veral tens of micros.



t

0,24	 Microwave Continuum Observations of the icy Crain Nalo

D.M. Gibson, Nov magic* Tech

and

Q.W# Nobbs, C'oddard $pace !'light Center

A comparison of microwave continuum data for comets with

theoretical models of their icy grain halos (ZON) rsveala both

consistencies and inconsistencies. for example, observations of

the six comets made to date (two detsctOns and four upper-limits)

aan be reconcil*4 with ION theory provided the gas production rats

is allowed to Gary about its nominally accepted mean value by

about a factor of fouro Novevar, the data for Comet Xohoutek

(1974f) suggests the- grains may not be clathrarea but instead have

a vary substantial refractory cosp000nt. The present data are

probably too sparse to give any more than hints as to the true

nature of the ICH. However, future observations with

inttrforometars such as the VLA should provide the most sensitive

ground-based data available for studying this region.

W R	 Outstanding Troblemu in Radio observations of Coasts

L.E. Snyder
Astronomy Department

University of Illinois, Urbana

Three general techniques of radio science have been applied to attempt to

observe comets: spectral line, continuum and radar observations. of these,

only radio spectral line observations have achieved a degree of success but,

even here, the results have been negative sore often than positive. Hence a

eummary of radio observations must take into account our understanding of why

radio searches can fail.

Coastery radio spectroscopy 1Y reviewed, starting from the earlier urti-

cle of Snyder (1976), with particular emphasis placed on current searches for

large cometary molecules such as glycins, the simplest amino acid. A brief

summary is given of those observational programs which were designed to aid in

discriminating between current theories of terrestrial biological evolution

(e.g., the Haldane-oparin theory versus the Hoyle and Suckramasinghe (1977)

interstellar virus-infested coastary debris).

Hoyle, F., and iiickranasinghe, C. 1Q77. Does epidemic disease case from

space? Nw Scientist 17: 402-404.

Snyder, L.E. 1976. Radio detactlons of coseteri molecular transitions: a

review. In fie Study of Comets, Part 1 (IAU Colloo. No. ?S), ads. B.

Donn, M. !Summa, H. Jackson, M. A'Hearn, and R. Harrington (,NASA Special

Publications 393), pp. 252-252.



C.2 Obseryationp of the OR Radical in Comets at 1a am Wavelengths

D. gockelfe- lorran, J. Crovisiers V, Gerard and I, Ux4s
Diprrtsmont de ltaadioastronomih. Obs orvstoire de Xoudon

ASS t

We present a progress report o4 the observations of the ON radical at A 1a c

in comets with the NanFay radio telescope, "scent observs,tions include coasts

Meier (1978 XXI), Bradfield (1979 1), Noier 64W q) s •.., :acke (1980).

'	 The analysis of the On radio line shape is a powerful tool to study the

kinematics of the coca. The expansion velocity of the oR molecules is found

to be n,1.3 1a ► i 1 at rh ,. 1 AV and decreasing with increasing heliocentric

distancs. The lire profile is generally +symmetric, which demonstrates the

Gresnocein effect on tho fluorescent excitation mechanism and/or anisotropi;

outrsssing of the nucleus. In several cases, and especially for coast Rotor

(1978 XXI), to *symmetry is also tiand in the East Vest brightness distribution

of the 0110 line, showing again Greenstein effect and/or anisotropic outgasaing.

Ate excitation model by UV pumping and fluorescence of the OR radical

- which agrees with the observations at least in the first order - and the

a.oplication of INser's model lead to the production rate of the Went a?1_euls
of 00. There is a clop correlation between this gas production rate and the

visual brightness of the comets. Our estimates of ,tea production rates, however,
are smaller than or equal to those obtained from W measurements.

C.3	 SEARCHES FOR MILLIMETER•WAVE EMISSIONS FROM

HCY, CS, AND CH 30H IN COMET BRADFIELD (1979 Z)

L. Ekelund, Ch. Andersson,
W.M. Irvine

and
F.P. Schloorb and S.E. Robinson

Abstract

We have searched for and cot detected emission in the following
pure rotational transitions from Coswt Bradfield (1979 1)t

204, J0 1»o; Cs, JU 1 40s CRION, It-004 a and 11*08 E.

We also did not detect the unidentified lines U 86247 and U 69010

reported is Comet Kohoutsk (1973 f) by Buhl, Nuebner and Snyder.

We estimate an upper limit on the NO production rate considerably

below that determined for Comet Kohoutek and probably below the

observed CN production rate,
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CAR	 COMET PHOTOMETRY: PAST, PRESFNT, AND FUTURE

David D. Meisel
Department of Physics and Astronomy

,State University College
Genesso, ;"few York, USA 14454

and

C.E.K. Mess Observatory
University of Rochester

Rochester, Now York, USA 14627

Until the last decade, studies of the photometric properties of the

comet coma depended heavily on visual or photographic estimates of 'ftotal"

brightness. Because of large systematic and random observational errors,

most early investigations of comet brightness were of an empirical or stat-

istical nature with little real physical, chemical, or thermodynamical

theoretical basis. The introduction of photoelectric techniques have greatly

reduced many of the random errors inherent in earlier methods. Although

some systematic effects still remain, it is now becoming possible to re-

late the photoelectric work to both the "classical" methodologies and to

realistic models of cosset comae. decent developments in image processing

and spectral analysis of time -series data, the greater availability of

sophisticated instrumentation for comet studies, and a coordinated effort

on the part of all observers hold great promise for future studies of comet

brightness and its relationship to the physical and chemical evolution of

the comet coma.

C.5	 Filter Photometry of Comets.

J. S. Neff

University of Iowa

Iowa City, IA 5224.

Surface photometry of several comets has been.obtained with a
photometric system employing five intermediate bondpass
interference filters. The photometric system was designed for
the physical study of comets and is a preliminary version of
the proposed standard system developed by the filter committee
of Commission 13. The filters were selected to measure the
continuum in the ultraviolet at a wavelength of 3650A and in
the blue at a wavelength of 4850A. The other filters werQ
centered on the CN band at 3680A, the blend of C3 and CO+ at
4050A, and the C2 band at 3100A.

The filters were used in a computer controlled area scanning
photometer. The observations consisted of a set of one
dimensional scans, one for each filter centered on the apparent
nucleus of the comet. Io addition at a few wavelengths two
dimensional maps of surface brightness were obtained for each
comet. Flux standard stars were observed and extinction
coefficients determined so that the intensity profiles and

c
contour levels can be calibrated in absolute units.

Data presently are available for P/Comet Encke, P/Comet
Stephan-Oterma, and P/Comet Tuttle. It is possible that data
will be available for other comets by the time of the meeting.



C.6	 NARRONBAND PHOTOMETRIC OF COMET P/STEPHAN -OTERMA

R. L. Millis and 0. T. Thompson

Planetary Research Center
Lowell Observatory

and

M. F. A'Hearn
Astronomy Program

University of Maryland

The 1980/81 apparition of Comet P/Stephan-Oterma has provided

an excellent opportunity to study this comet's photometric properties.

Not only was the object well placed and moderately bright for more

than six months, but it also covered a wide range of solar phase

angles, reaching a minimum of 2 e4 on 14 December 1980. to this

paPer we present the results of extensive nerrowband filter p^o-

tometry conducted between September 1980 and March 1981 at LaNell

Observatory and Mauna Kea Observatory. The production rates of OH,

CN, Cy, and C3 as a function of heliocentric distance will be dis-

cussed. A pronounced brightening of the continuum observed at

small phase angles will be considered in terms of the scattering

characteristics of dust in the coma.

WE	 Standardised Filters for Comstary Photometry
Michael 1. A'Hearn

The Working Group on Standardized Filtiss, appointed by IAU

Commission 15 at the last General Asseubly, has established a sot of

standardised filters for use in cometary photometry. Funding from the

U.S. National Science Foundation has enabled us to order 50 matched

sets of the filters. Filters will be available on either a sale

basis or a loan basis depending on the needs of the user. The

characteristics of the filters sad future activities of the Working

Group will be discussed.

. a
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C,8R Spectroscopy and 3pectrophotometry of Comets

at Visible wavelengths

Michael F. A'Hearn
Astronomy Program;

University of Maryland

AASTFACT

The techniques of spectroscopy and spectrophotomstry will be reviewed

with emphasis oo measurements of absolute or relative intensities as a

function of wavelength. This typo of data giver us Duch information about

the physical nature of comets which will also be reviewed. txamples of

the information which can be derived from spectrophotomstric data and

which will be discussed include isotope ratios, column densities of

various species, which can then be related to production races and

vaporization rater, population distributions among levels which can be

related to production mechanisms and excitation mechanisms of the relevant

species, reflectivity curves for the solidi particles in the coma and tail,

and even the velocity distribution of certain species in the coma.

0,g	 Spectrometric Observations of Comet Bradfield (1980t)

by

W. D. Cochran, A. L. Cochran, H. S. Barker

The passage of the bright cometBradfield (1980t) afforded
us the opportunity to study at high resolution the 3p	 D
trMisition of CO Tj. On 16 January , 1981 UT, we obtained
spectra at 'JAA resolution of the 6300 and 6363A (0 11 lines
using the Digicon detector on the coude spectrograph of the
2." m telescope at McDonald Observatory. The spectra were of
u region 1.0 aresec K 1.6 aresec on the central condensation.
This spectral resolution enabled us to clearly resolve the
cometary (0 t) lines from the night sky emission lines.
Independent spectra of the night sky (0 11 emission lines
were also obtained.

On 10 January, 1981 UT, we also ohtainod lower resolution
tl1A) spectra on this comet covering the range from 3400 to
6100Ausing the Intensified Dissector Scanner (IDS) spectro-
graph oil the 2,7 m telescope. Spectra were taken on the
central condensation, in various places around the coma, and
300 aresec north of the central condensation. These IDS
spectra show a very large ratio of Cz to CN emission,

Relative production rltcs of the various species will be
presented.



C.10	 Spatially Resoly

Inner Coma o

S. S. Darker

During January 1980 Gout Bradfield (19791) passed near the earth
at a distance of 0.24 AU affording high spatial resolution on the inner

coma. The Tull coudd scanner on the 20 m telescope at 3cDonald Observa-
tory was used to obtain spectra in the range 3-6000 with a RCA 31034A
phocomultiplier at 11 X resolution and the 6-11200 region with a Varian
164A photomultiplier at 16 A resolution.

Five different regions, on the central coma condensation of 5 arcaec

(915 km) and region* 12 arcaec away, were sampled between 3000 and 6000 X

using a spectrograph slot of 7 x14 arcaec (1280 x2600 km), The spatial

distribution of the flux within the inner 30 arcaec coma (5500 km) arising

from the various molecular emission bands (ON, CN, Ca t C)) and the con-

tinuum will be presented.

In addition, spectra of photometric quality and cantered on the
central coma were taken en she 49 and 3nth of ?aQ4a in the s±d apectrall

region. The red system CN bands (0-0) at 1092$ X and (1-0) at 9141 R
were detected above the level of the night sky emission. The red CN

system band fluxes will be compared to the violet system CN band fluxes

from the (0-0) at 3883 A and (0-1) at 4215 R.

C.11	 Recent Spectroscopic  Observations of Comets, S.
M. LAhSON, Lunar and PlanetarXa orator UnIversit y of
Arizona - T e recent 0 30-0.564m spectral characteristics  of
several comets are reviewed. Periodic comets Tuttle and
Encke had high gas -dust ratios and well developed emissions
from OH, NH. CN. C3, CH and C . The coma of comet Tuttle
was symmetric and diffuse, bu comet Encke developed a short
dusty sunward fan. Comet Stephan-Oterma (19809) had a
relatively low gas dust ratio and emissions of ON, NH, CN,
C] and C2. The changes in relative production rates over
six months cantered on perihelion (1.85-1.53AU) are noted.
Comet Sowell (1980b), approaching perihelion next year in
a hyperbolic orbit has shown only reflected solar .ontinuum
fr,n 7.2 to 5.4 AU. P/Schwassmann aachmann 1, displaying
CO emissions during and between brightness outbursts in
1979 and early 1980 had only a reflection spectrum in mid
and late 1980.



C.ilz	 Spectrometric Observations of Comets Stephan-OtrSma

and Encke During Their 1980 Ap7aritions

A. L. Cochran and Z. S. barker

We obtained Intensified Dissector Scanner (IDS) spectra of the periodic

comets Stephan-Oterma and Encke using the 2.7 m telescope of McDonald Observa-

tory, The spectra cover the range from 3400 X to 6100 1 at 11 R resolution.
1%,e spectra of Stephan-Oterma were obtained in the period from July 1980 to

January, 1981 and cover a range of heliocentric distances from 2.3 AU pre-

perihelion to 1.64 AU post-perihelion. Extensive study of the spatial dis-

tribuvkon of the gases in the coma was R,ade.

The spectra of Encke were obtained from July 1980 to October 1980 with

narrowband filter photometry after this time to supplement the spectrometry.

The spectra cover the heliocentric range from 2.2S AU to 1.20 AU pre-perihelion.

Some spatial study was done.

The spectra were first converted to fluxes using standard spectrophoto-

metric techniques and production rates were determined for the various

molecular species. Some preliminary models for the chemical structure of

these comets have been calculated.

C.13	 Recent results of CCD comet spectroscopy

J.R. Johnson, P. Turek, U. Fink, S. Larson, B.A. Smith, and
H.J. Reitsema

Abstract: Spectra of four comets (Tuttle, Bowels, Stephan-Oterma

and Brooks 2) were obtained during November, 1980 using the LPL-CCD

spectrograph at the University of Arizona 61 inch -Catalina telescope.

The spectral coverage extended from 570OR to 104008 at ti 208 resolution.

Molecular band emissions, of NH 20 CN, C2
 and H20}, are identified and

their relative intensities are tabulated. 'Radial intensity distribu-

tions across the conic are determined for selected emissions and con-

tinuum features. Future observations utilizing the C0 0 s high quantum

efficiency, should enable us to obtain comet spectra at large hello-

centric distances possibly revealing information concerning nuclear

composition.

This research was supported by NASA grants NSG 7070, NGL 05-002-003

and NASA contract MASS-2S451. The CCD detector system was built at

Caltech for groundbese training of the Space telescope Wide Field/

Planetary Caere Team.



C.14	 SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC EVIDENCE ON THE

SOURCES OF COMETARY Cz AND CN

Ray L, Newburn, Jr.*
Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Pasadena, California

Myron Spinrad
John R, Stauffer

Department of Astronomy,
University of California,

Berkeley, California

We r have measured the fluxes in the X5165 Swan band of C Z and the

X3883 violet band sequence of CN in comets Kohoutek (1973 911), Stephan

Oterma (1980 g) and Tuttle (1980 h) as a function of distance from the	 -

nucleus at various heliocentric distances. These flux pr-i*iles and

comparisons with similar continuum data place significant limits on

the possible sources of the observed radicals,

Newburn-s contribution to this work represents the results of one

phase of research carried out at the Jet Propulsion laboratory,

California Institute of Technology, under Contract Number NAS 7-100,

sponsored by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Planetary Astronomy Program Office, Office of Space Science.

C.15 P	 DETECTION OF THE PROPER GLOW OF COMET (ENNET

Malaise, 0. and Cucchiaro, A.

High dispersion spectra of comet Bennet, compared with solar high disper-
sion spectra obtained with the same instrument, indicate that, superimposed to
the normal reflected fraunhofer spectrum, there is a weak but conspicious glow
of the nuclear region on the comet. The nature of this glow, observed for
the first time, is unknown.

. 9
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C. 16R	 ULTMVIOLLT SPICTROSCOPY OF COMAE

!. D. Peldmaa ► Physics Department
,Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md, 21218

Ultraviolet spectroscopy is a very powerful tool for the study of

coes tart' atmospheres since the four elemental, cosmic species, N o C, N, and O,

as well as several simple molecules made from these species have their strong

resonance transitions in the ultraviolet region of the spectrum. However,

due to the opacity of the atmosphere to ultraviolet, these observations must

be made from *pact, and it was not until 1970 that the extensive HI Lyman a

envelope, produced by the scattering of solar La photons from hydrogen

resulting from the photodestruction of cometary water soloculss ► was discovered

in comets Tago-Sato-Kosak• and Bennett. Atomic carbon and oxygen were dis-

covered in rocket observations of comet Kchoutsk in 1974, but comprahansivl,

spectra spanning the wavelength range from 1150-3100 1 have been obtained

only for comets West (1976 VI), Seargent (1978 :N) and Bradfield (1979 X), the

observations of comet Bradfield. made with the orbiting International

Ultraviolet Explorer, were the first to span a wide range of heliocentric

distance (0.7 to 1.5 a.u.). More recently, several faint comets, including

periodic comets tncke, Tuttle and Staphan- Oterma veto observed by ZUE and

'	 their ultraviolet spectra were found to be remarkably similar to those of the

previously observed comets. The results of these observation* and their

interpretation will be reviewed !A terse of their contribution to our under-

standing of both the chemistry and physics of the coma and the composition

of the cometary ice.

C.17	 THE ULTRAVIOLET BANDS OF CO2+ 0 COMET BRADFIELD (1V90

M. C. Fescou	 , P. D. Feldman	 and H. A. Weaver

The ultraviolet spectra of comet Bradfield in the 2200-33001 region

obtained with the I.U.E. spectrograph reveal 	 the presence of important

amounts of CO2
+ ior. ,chile CO+ ions are not detected.

Spatial information on the ultraviolet doublet at 2883-29061 have been

obtained. Nov bands of the Fox-Duffenback-Barkar band system (sequence

4v-2 of the (v 1 , o, a) + (v I , o, o) transition;) have been identified in the

present observations as wall as in earlier spectra of. comets Kuhoutak and

West obtained f.om zhe ground.

The .production and loss processes of CO2+ :iota are discussed. The im-

plications for the CO I/H20 ratio are examined.



C.18	 O1S[RVATIOHS 4f FAINT COMETS STN sUc

H. A. Weaver and P. O. Feldman, Physics Dept.
Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Ma 21211

M. C. Teatou, University of Michigan ► Ann Arbor, MI 48109

M. F. A'Hearn, University of Maryland, Collage Park, MD 20742

K. U. Koller, Max-Planck Iustitut fUr Aeronomi e ►
Katie*burg-landau, FRG

The ultraviolet spectra of four faint comets (p/tncke, p/Stephan-Oters&,

p/Tuttle, and Meier (1960q) ) were obtained using the IUL satellite during

October-December 1960, The spectra are comparsd with each other and with

spectra of comet Bradfield (1960 x) which was observed earlier in the year

with IUt. All spectra am quite similar which may indicato a common coupo

sition and origin for these comets. Comet p /Stephan-othem is distinguished

from the others by a relatively high dust /gas ratio. Water production rates

are derived for all of the observed comets. Brightness maps were obtained

for coast Enka and compared to model predictions. The water production

rate derived for coast tncke ON O B x 1027 nol/ssc for r - l a.u.) is

consid4rably higher than the value derived by Bertaux et a1. (1973) from

OCO-5 measurements of Lyman a emission from p/tncke made in 1970.

C.19M	 Photochemical Proceeses i n the Inner Cows

W. F. Huebner, P. T. Giguare, and W. L. Slattery

Los Alamos National Laboratory, I,00 Alamos, NM 87545

Very little evidence exists about the physical structure and
chemical composition of a comet nucleus. Thus, one purpose of model-
ing the coma is to characterize the chemical and physical properties
of the nucleus by fitting coma model calculations to coma observations.

Models for inner coma chemistry are reviewed. In the most ad-
vanced, recent models over one hundred species undergo tine-dspead ^:.
chemical kinetics with many hundreds of chemical and photolytic reactions
in an outstreaming, constantly diluting coma gas. Solar ultraviolet
radiation and opacity of the coma, fluid dynamic flow going over into
free particle flow in the outer coma--and chemical kinetics must be
linked intimately in a realistic model.

The physics relevi.nt to the chemistry in the coma is summarized.
The interaction of sol;ir radiation with the coma and the photolytic
and chemical processes are described in-the context of a chemical
reaction network. As specific example►., the formation and destruction
of a few observed species are traced through such a network. Parallel
reaction paths, i.e.,, different reactions that land to one and the same
and product are verf important: ( 1) The uncertainty of the final product
abundance tends to be smaller than would be predicted from the uncertainty
of the rite coefficients from any one of the reaction paths, (2) Different
reaction paths dominate in different parts of the coma or at different
heliocentric distances of the comet. Tilis second reason also indicates
that it may not be possible to greatly simplify reaction networks.

Compositions based on an origin of comets in the premolar nebula
or it ,^ companion fragment thereof yield abundances of 'C , Cg, and
CH tb^i .t are in good agreement iith observations, both inZheliocentric
distauee of the comet as well as with respect to distance into the coma.
This is not the case (with present modals) if the composition is *eater
to chemical equilibriums as would be expected if the origin of comets
were in the neighborhood of the giant planets. Comparison of model
results with observations also indicates some sever$ restri€tions
an the composition of the nucleus. The ratio of CO to H 0 column
density is still oot in agreement with the only observatiin that has
been reduced. Sore alternati ^vs are discussed. A list of physical
a;1d chemical process** that will improve the models is presented at
conclusion.

Y. n



C.20P	 OH [luoreeCenCe in Con$ta

David 0. Schleicher and Michael F, A'Hearn
Astronomy Program

University of Maryland

'de have carried out calculations of the fluorescence equilibrium

of ON in the solar radiation field as a function of heliocentric radial

velocity. The fluorescence efficiency for the 0-0 band (A 2L - X2n)

varies by a factor of S for radial velocities between -60 and +60 ka s-1'

Relative intensities of the 1-1 and 1-0 bands also vary with velocity,

Comparison of detailed band profiles with observed, high-resolution

spectra of all 3 bands in Comet Bradfield (19194) showlgood agreement.

In son$ comets, collisions can modify the populations of levels within

the ;round states sufficiently to significantly change both the band

profile and also the fluorescence sffieiancy. Comparison of spectra on

and off the nucleus of Comet Seargent (1976m) shows the effect of

collisions in the region near the nucleus. We have also ealcula^ed

theoretical spectra for a combination of two populations, one in

coliisional equilibrium and one in fluorescent equilibrium; for a variety

of radial velocities, These will enable us to estimate the importance of

collisions in comets for which the radial velocity is such that the

Po
p
ulation in fluorescent equilibrium is quite different from that in

coll4sional equilibrium.

C.21R	 LABORATORY STUDIES OF PHOTOCHE41STRY AND SPECTROSCOPV
APPLIED TO COMETS

Pulliam N. Jackson

Our basic understanding of comets has been obtained from remote
observations of the electromagnetic radiation emitted by these bodies. 	 These

observations have consis.ed of .identifying the atom, ions and radicals re-
sponsible for the spectral lines that extend from the vacuum ultraviolet
region to the radio region of the spectra, Once the species responsible for
the emissions have been identified, detailed studies can be made of the
intensities of these lines, both ae a function of the heliocentric distance,
and as a function of the radial distance from the center of the conotary
nucleus, To interpret these spatial studies, bne needs a detailed knowledge
of the spectroscopy of the species that have been observed in the con$tary
coma. This detailed knowledge can only be obtained from laboratory studies.
The laboratory information that is needed is the lifetime of the appropriate
excited states and the branching ratios from a given excited state to vari-
ous levels of the lowest state, The first part of the review will cover
these aspects of the spectroscopy of the identified species in comets and
point out what new additional information is requited for interpreting
eometary data.

Since most of the species that have been observed in comets are
unstable radicals, ions, and atoms which cannot be stored in the icy eamecary
nucleus, we muss have some mechanism for producing them in the coma. Cur-
rently, the photodissociation and photoionization of parent molecules are
the theories that have had the most success in explaining the observed
species in carnets. The second part of this review will cover the details
of these ph-,atodissociation and photoionizetion mechanisms that are pre-
umed to bf) responsible for the observed cometary species, In each
case the dynamics of the photochemical processes will be reviewed in
an effoSt to define how the excess available energy is partitioned between
the Sragments. This information is important if one is to understand the
spatial profiles of the various spectral emissions taht are o"erved in
Comets,



C, 22T	 L#%BORATORY STUDIES OF ION CIUVitSTNY tN COMETARY ATN09il'119%1:5

We have obtained laboratory data on the product distribution and rata
constants for the following ion-molecule reactions in coretary atmospheres:

1) CAE*, X2 :+	 in& ;.tth C114 , CC, CO2 , D;2 , C2, NO, 1iCti

2) NH2+, NH2+ reacting with CO, CC,, N 20 HCN

5) CO+ reacting with H2O, CH4 , Cot , NYS , Y25, 02, KC-4

4) cot+
 reacting with N,,O, CH 4 , NH21 H S, 02, HCN

5) CH4+ reacting with CO. Cot , HCN

6) NZ+ reacting with H2O, CO, cot . CH40 NH3 , H2S 0 HCN

7) CN+, HCN+ reacting with HO, CO, CO 2 , CH40 NXN2 6 HCN

A11 tho above ions are major products of Pinutoionisatiun (or oluctron•impact
ionisation) of suspected psrent cometary volatil ;q;, The neutral species on
the sigh: together hake up a list of potential patent volaciles. This set
of reactions supplements the data sat of major ionic reactions for comets
published earlier (Astrophys, J. Suppl. See. 33, 495 (1977)). Models of
the chemistry occurring in a water-dominated cosetacy coma inside the
contact surface have been constructed using these data (MW-holl, Prasad
and Huntress, Ascrophys. J. 244, in pesos).

C.23	 1. "The Production Rates of (01) in Recent Comets"

Ayron Spinrad
John A. Stauffer

Dept. of Astronomy, Univ. of California, Berkeley

We have measured the fluxes of the forbidden red auroral lines of oxygen
in eight comets, to a maximum heliocentric distnace of 2.04 A.U.

Tor all those comets the scale length for the 16300 linos are very .hurt,
probably nder 10`' ke. It, I , P{Encke's (oil 'D production rate vent from
2 x 101' oxygen atoms s- 1, at r w 1.89 A.Q., to - 2 s 10 27 atone 9' 1 at r -
0.83 A.U. This production change corresponds to • power law index of -2.8 in
r.

The ratio of CN (0,0)/(OIJ at the cometary photometric nucleus appears to
vary considerably in the sample of comets so far scanned at Lick.

we will also discuss the total volatile production rates extrapolated
from the (0I1 'D lines in tarns of absolute cometary uses-lose.

C.24	 DYNAMICAL COMA MODELS FOR COMET BENNET

Cucchisro. A. and Milaiso, D.

For the first time, we have introduced the effect of time and space
variations of the source function of the gas at the nucleus of comets. These
variations are normally observed as outbursts and jets in many comets, and have
been measured on photometric profiles obtained by the author for comet Sonnet,
Several models are given to compare with the observations. Namely: mono-
cinetic with Gaussian distribution, Maxwellian with cosine distribution, and
monocinetic with cosine distribution. These bursts decay exponentially with
various time constants and are directed towards the sun or towards the tail.
It is shown that a burst towards the sun modifies the .so-called "scale length"
on the sun's side of the nucleus, but does not affect the photometric profile
on the tail's side. The number of molecules contained in a single burst com-
pares with the total content of the head.
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C,26 NoOns ar Txa ay my cow► IN Waco N	 s.kr Oammp
SPECISS	 yLATto roh yAuotx MELICCSl MIC DISImms

Michael S, swift and George V. Mitchell
Department of Astronomy
Saint Mary's University

Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada

One-dimensional radial models of the chemistry in
comstary conga have been egnstxucted for heliocentric distances
ranging from 1 AU to 0.25 AU using a network of reactions con-
sisting of 1051 gas phase reactions and 111 photolytic reactions,
1hecoma's opacity to solarf radiation is included and photolytic
Geastion rata are calcalated for solar mnininum flux and for
solar maxims. flux. Model abundances of C 2 , C3 , CN. CH, NH2'
and ON are compared with abundances derived from observations
of thew species. We find that a parent volatile mixture similar
to that found in interstellar molecular clouds gives the most
satisfactory agreement with observed coma abundances.

C. 6.0	 CHEMICAL ClOOSITION IN CWTARY COl4AEa

Shao S. Prased, Waslay T. Huntress, and Marcia M. Neugebausr

Jet Propulsion Laborstory, California Institute of Technology
4800 Oak Gave Drive, Pasadena, California 91109

and

George F. Mitchell

D►;.arta.nt of Astronomy. Saint fury's University
Halifax, Canada

Oni=iiaensioaal radial modals of the chemical composition of coaetary coca
have been constructed in order to infer the composition of voUtiles in the nu ious
using observations of the daughter products. These modals con/idar both photo-
chemistry and the coact-solar wind interactions. If the latter is similar to
Vanus-solar wind interactions, then the electrons may be heated by Joule heating
or by the absorption of whistler waves generated in the plasma sheath. Hot electrons
would affect the chemical composition through the temperature dependance of dis-
sociative recombinations and through increased population of excited and reactive
species.

The model under development includes the use of a large library of vhoto
chemical reactions. The computer code scans the 'library at frequent intervals of
distance from the nucleus, and determines the important production and loss mech-
anisms for inAividual species from the library of reaction. This approach is useful
for deriving the composition of the nucleus from the observed composition of the
comas, bocauss this derivation could involve a largL amber of trials with various
assumed nuclear compositions.

Early results from this model suggest that a mixture of parent volatiles
derived by ass-,,ring the comae to originate from a gas with composition a=- ilar to
thit found 3r the interstellar medium is successful in accounting for the observed
comae coluac abundances of CZ , CS , CN, 'Ca, Oil and kMz,

This pamper presents the xesulte of one phase of research carried 'out at the Jet
Propulsion taboraeory, California Institute of Technology, under Contract Number
NAS7-100., sponsored by the National Aeronautics Space Administratioa.



MR	 OBSZRVATIONS AND DYNAMICS of ION TAILS

John C. Brandt
Laboratory for Astronomy and solar Physics

NASA-Gaddard Space Plight Center
OreenblIt # ND 20771

Abstractstract

photographs of comets reveal a constantly changing array of
structural features such as rays, streamers, knots, kinks,
helices, condensation* and disconnected tails. i, ►storieally,
the physical emission of the Cot molecule has been used to
indicate the location of the magnetized cometary plasma. The
observational situation and the suggested physical explanations
are briefly reviewed. Until recently, ho lwever, the general
approach to the structure in cometary plasma tails has not
generally concentrated on the connection between the various
features.

There are signs of maturity in this subject because recent
work on structure and evnlution has tended toward regarding it
as regular phenomena wits, (hopefully) a specific physical
cause. A tentative morphology of plasma tail evolution has
been develo ed, and it can be interpreted as the interaction of
th• comet with sector boundaries in the solar wind (utilising

T;
	 reconnection). Thus, there appears to be a regular

"forcing function" which produces the systematic evolution of
the plasma tail.

The study of plsaru tail evolution is greatly hampered by
the general lack of continuous coverage of one week or more.
Some extended coverage was possible in 1908 with comet
Morehouse (because of its high declination) and isolated time
sequences have been obtained.. Nevertheless, the foundation of
our morphological view of the plasma tail is based on
fragmentary data. The appearance of Halley's Comet in 1985-86
presents an unparalleled opportvtnity to obtain extensive
coordinated sequences rf photographs which should place our
understanding of basic cometary plasma morphology on a sound
observational footing.

t.2R	 Theories of Physical Processe'i in the Ion flails

W.-H. Ip, W.I. Axford, J.F. McKenzie

(Abstract)

The solar rind interaction with a c9metary atmosphere has many of the physi-

cal ingredients obse!,isd in planetary magnstospheres. As for as global dynam-

ics are concerned, these Include the occurrence of a shock in the solar wind

upstream of the comet and the generation of a large-scale current system re-

sulting in the formation of a long magnatotail. Some of the activity observed

in ion tails may be interpreted in terns of physical phenomena known to take

place, for example, in the magnetospheric envirommnts of the Earth and Venus

and in laboratory simulation experiments. Cases in point which will be dis-

cussed are the occurrence of Kelvin-Helmholtz instability in the ion tail and

magnetic field reconfiguration as -a result of disruption of the tail current

system.



14R (continued)

The comet-solar wind interaction is dominated by the penetration of tho solar

wind plasma into the neutral castary atmosphere and the subsequent pickup of

the cometary ions by the plasma flow. As a consequence, the solar wind tends to

be heated due to the assimilation of cometary protons from the hydrogen coma;

heavy ions such as C;, 0 } , OHt rand their corresponding parent molecules (H,0},

W. and CO2`) would first appear as very energetic, Thenmalixation of these
suprothormal ions in the dayside coma is expected to be associated with plasma

instabilities. The tailward flow of the cometary plasma is in part affected by

the chargeexchangee ionization and ion-neutral reactions in the coma and the

resulting chemical cwoosition of the ion tail will be-discussed, to addition

to the large-scale 'steady state" configuration (with a length scale 1 : 10 5 km)

the importance of small-scale spatial structures (1 : 10 4 In) as well as

temporal variations of the ion tail will also be stressed. Though theoreti-

cal in nature, the discussions in this review will follow closely morphologi-

cal studies obtained from observations.

1.3R	 plasma Flow and Magnetic Fields in Comets

H.U. Schmidt and R. Wegmann

Max-Planck-znstitut fUr Astrophysik

Karl-Schwarzsehild-Str. 1, Garching b. Munchen

As a comet in the interplanetary medium seeds heavy molecular
ions over an extended area the flow of the solar wind is changed
to subsonic at a distance from the nucleus where the mass flow of
cometary ions can compete with the amass flow in the solar wind.
This estimate is confirmed by a hydrodynamic model. For typical

stationary conditions the bow shock can be calculated as a
rotationally symmetric free surface with a standoff distance
of order 10 6 km for a gas production of order 10 30 molecules

par secont, In the subsonic domain the plasma flow is further

braked and t,`e imbedded transverse magnetic field amplified till

a about 30 000 km from the nucleus the magnetic stresses an-
force a limited asymmetry in the flow parallel and perpendicular
to the f,i,eld. This asymmetry affects all flow parameters in-
cluding the density of cometary ions. It can be calculated for

a stationary magnetohydrodynamic model with an explicit three-
dimensional code for a suitable grid. The total delay of an
interplanetary magnetic field lint passing through the cometary

coma comes out to be of order 10 hours. as the transverse inter-
planetary magnetic field changes lts•directi^n within hours
abruptly and drastically the asymmetric nature of the flow
should become visible as Line structure similar to the obsei:ved
envelopes and streamers. A suitable superposition of the stationary
threadimensional models allows a prediction of this fine structure.



I,4	 THE C `ETARY 10I.QSPHER ,

Ur A. 1"ondts and Harry l.,F.troupis
University of California, Sea Diego

La viol I A t CA 92643

The interaction of the solar wind and solar radiation srith a comet, as the

o va rcvts arou!,d . are sue, is drscussod. It is sho :wr thAt is-1 nature of this
in«gra,ction is hi;A ly variable. It is also shown that the corstary neutrals

play a dominant role in standing-off the solar wind, particularly during "quiet"

conditions in the solar wind. Consequently the cometary ionosphere is generally

highly incorpressible, although it can be highly inflated subsequeA to its

Interaction with a high speed solar wind stream.

The generally prevailing view, that the solar wind is gradually decelerated

&head of the quter shock front due to its contamination with heavy comiltary ions,

is shown to be not universally true. In certain circurstances the ccmotary

neutrals cannot penetrate the ionopause to interact with the solar wind ahead

of it, Then the solar wind is decelerated via a strong shock (M a 10) rather

than the weak, one (14 ry 2) present at other times.

At all tires the outflowin g cometary tons are decelerated and diverted

into the tail by a strong " inner" shock which is also of a variable nature,

When the come tar/ neutrals cannot penetrate the ionopause, this inner shock is

of a special type, It becomes a hybrid "ion -neutral" shock, wherein not only

the ions but also the neutrals are decelerated and diverted into the tail.

Strang outer shocks and ion-neutral inner shoots are present only when

the comet is sufficient] ;, close to the sun (d _< d c). For an " average" ( Rn X 1 km)

cor^et dominated by H 2O d
o 
no 0.75 AU, whereas for such a comet dominated by

CO2 or CO, do x 2-3 AU,

I.5	 Cometary Molecular Densities and the
Production of Type 1 Tail Rays

David Heard, U. Kansas

Type 1 tail rays are (i) @nor@tic having observed kinetic energies of
tens of electron volts perion, (ii 	 highly ionized having observed ion den-
sities of up to 300 ions/cm 3 (iiipRroduced in a region deduced from the
narrow width of the rays to be less than 1000 km thick The sharp-discon-
tinuity and copious supply of energetic electrons required for the observedP
henomena can occur only in a strong mgnetohydrodynamic shock. This shock

will not occur unless the gradient of cometary molecular density is steep.
A gradual decrease of density (n r' 2 ) will result in gentle slowing of
the solar wind because of tonizatior by charge exchange in the solar wind
and solar photoionization far out in front of the comet. An appropriate
much steeper decrease in density (n - r- 4 ) will result from solar radia-
tion pressure on the CO molecules in the cometary atmosphere.. We suggest
a scale length of about 10 4 km due to the unmeasured resonance fluorescence
of CO over the entire solar spectrum and the adiabatic cooling of evapo-
rated CO molecules in the collision dominated region close to the comet
nucleus,

,,,
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I,6 PECULIARITIES IN THF, IONIC TAIL OF COMT, IKEYA SFKI

(19650

V.Krishan and K.R. 3ivaraaan

Indian Institute of Astrophysicsi Bangalore 560034, India

e
Direct photographs of Comet Ikya .Saki (1965f)

.ti
obtained on four conskquetive days from Octnber 29 to

November 1, 1965 are used for an analysis of the multiple

helical structures in the ionised tail material. The

formation of these structures is explained on the basis of

plasma instabilities excited in tho tail containing twisted

magnetic fields. The growth rate of the modes excited at

the mode rational surface egrees well with the observed

results. This model also accounts for the presohce of

harmonic structures seen in this Comet.

1.7	 Klaus K. Jockers

Mar,-Planck-rnstitut for Aeromxvle

3411 Katlenburg-Lindau 3

Abstracts

Photographs of the tail of Comet Kohoutek 1973 XZS, taken between 8 and

24 cf January 1974, were collected from all ovok the world. These pictures

allow to study the kinematics of the ton tail of the comet with respect to

solar wield measurements corotated to the location of the comet.

The observations are discussed to rho light of present theories of ion

tall formation and compared with similar observations of other comets.

Particular attention is drawn to some large disturbances of the cometary
plasma which partly have already been discussed In the 11terature. St
Wears that we are still far from understanding their physical nature.

4
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I.8T	 CONFIOU",=ONS CF IOL"T.;G PLW.!A :'ALT °. ►Y3

Freeman D. Yiller

lsomstricxl and kinsmati al prope;:ifs of systsaa of plasma tail rays

intermediate between the classical collapsing parabolic envelopes and long

straight rays art under atddy. For comparison with theories of ray evolution,

the forms of "young", relativel,? chart, curved rays have boen avaluatec, using

Michigan Sc)nidt plates of omets 1969 IX and 1970 II. W lour nights, two

or more plates perrit -essurements of changes in ray configurations.

Five examples of outbursts of ray formation resulting in groups of several

closely sracsd rays (Comet 1957 9, two ; Comets 1969 IX, 19 70 III, and 19191,

one each) appear to be the result of repeated pulses of plasma ejection. It

these rays Are truly tube-like in cross-section, the structure it such a group

appears to require t hat the velocity vectors of successive pla gna injections

were confined to very nearly the sa-,e plans. A contrary view is that a :a;;

is, in fact, a than plasma sheet lying on 1 surface of revolution about the
tail cools,  and visible because that r.art o' the surface oe ,-upied by plasma

i.nterse,tts, or nearly intersects, the plane of the sky. This hypothesis

relaxes	 the severe restriction on the election velocity vectors implied by

the ray-tube model.

1.9	 ON THE FOLDING PHENOMENON OF COMET TAIL RAYS

Alexander I. Ershkuvich

Laboratory for Astronomy and Solar Physics
NASA-Goddard Space Flight Center

Greenbelt, MO 20771

and

Department of Geophysics and Planetary Sciences
Tel-Aviv University
Ramat Aviv, Israel

Abstract

The mechanism of ray closure due to convectional electric fields is

proposed. The ray closure is shown to be described by means of the

Chew-Goldberger-Low quasihydrodynamics and obeys the Ferraro's

isorotation law. Both the magnetic field and the plasma conductivity in

the tail can be obtained by means of the observations of the folding

phenomenon. The magnetic field 8 of about 30-40y in the coma and ly < 8

10y in the distant tail (at 1 AU) is estimated for a "Venus-like"

interaction. If the bow shock is not formed the magnetic field 8 S 10y

(at 1 AU) is expected both in the coma and in the tail.



I.10	 CON`IECTION3 BE74.cN THE SOLAR W=W AND TIM LARGE-SCALE PROPrERTELS
OF COMETARY PLA%% TAILS--THE ROLE OF RACiETIC RECONNECTION

Malcolm B. Niedner, Jr.

Laboratory for Astronomy and Solar Physics
NASA-Goddard Space Flight Center

Greenbelt, MID 20771

For nearly 100 years, cometary plasma (type 1) tails have been Down to undergo
remarkable transformations and outbursts, comet Morehouse 1908c unquestionably being
the most outstanding and well known example. At the heart of most of these distur-
bances is the disconnection of the plasma tail, ordisconnectionevant (DE). ):,n
several instances, sudden brightness surges in the head and plasma tail have been
observed at the time a DE was taking place, which implies that the disconnection
mechanism is also capable of enhancing the ionization rate of the cometary neutrals.

A current explanation of theme traditionally puzzling phenomena invokes A114n's
(1957) theory of plasma tails and the interaction of comets with the sector structure
of the solar wind. The physical prococs which disconnects the tail and provides the
energy for the ionization surge is ms:;netic reconnection, which is strongly forced when
impinging magnetic fields past a sector boundary are pushed into oppositely-polarized
fields already captured into the head region from the previous magnetic sector.

The purpose of the talk is to discuss the fundamental conditions under which
roconnection is likely to occur in the heads of comets at interplanetary sector boun-
dary crossings. Specific problems of interest are the duration of recotnaction during
the "pro-disconnection phase" of a DE, the reconnection rate, the possible operation
of plasma micro-instabilities in the neutral sheet region, the dimensions of the
diffusion region, and ionization time scales associated with the reconnection process.

I.11	 Constraints on Magnetic Merging and
Particle Acceleration its Cometary Tails

Bruce E. Goldstein

Jet Propulsion Laboratory
California Institute of Technology

Pasadena, California 91109

Abstract

High energy particles are produced by magnetic merging iu tb!@ tail of the
Earth's magnetosphere, and the question arises as to whether such a p :-?eas might
operate in a amatory tail. For example, Hill and Mandis (1980) have suggested
that bases of 1 K&V to 10 ReV electrons in cometary ionospheres might lead to dis-
ruption of dust grains far now the tail. Also, Ip and Mandis (1976) have suggested
that resistive instabilities in the cometary tail might divert currents through the
inner coma and cause rapid ionization in this region. However, in the case of a
cometary tail the high ion density and weak magnetic fields result in low Alfvan
speeds and therefore limit the particle acceleration that might be caused by either
transient or time independent electric fields (Tsurutani at sl., 1976). For time
independent me*=g the maximum reconnection electric field is determined by the
Alfvan val:ciry; for transient alectric fields due to instabilities the condition
dB/dt - curl E results in a limit for the product E t (where t is the duration of
the transient) determined by the width of the region over which magnetic field is
being annihilated. For a comatary tail of 10 6 a width, an ion density of 100 ca-3,
an average mass of 28 AMU, and a magnetic field within the coast tail of 2 gamma
(by theory and analogy to Venus), the seximas steady state merging electric field
is 1.65 x 10-6 v/m and the cross tail potential is 165 volts. If transient aloe-
trii fields are caused by the rapid growth of an instability in the neutral sheet

n Y
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1.11 (continued)
region, the condition that t rust be long enough for the particle to cross the
length of the acceleration region and the condition that the width of the accelera-
tion region be no greater than an electron avoradius (the thicimess of the region
over which the electrons are the dominant current carriers) leads@ to the conclusion
that electron energies can be increased by no more han the electron thermal overly;
for east electrons the energisation will be such leas. Alternatively, if an
instability (for exam@),*, an 1a4 drift mode, Nubs, at al., 1978) grove over an
extended region in spsca the heating may be estimated from the free energy that is
available. In this case, if all available magnetic field energy density is used to
heat electrons, the average energy increase of an electron would be 0.1 eV. Some
electrons 2ould be heated to such higher energies, but energy conservation would
require that the fraction of such electrons, be very wall. We conclude that magnetic
merging and/or resistive heating due to plasma instabilities in the tail neutral
sheet tau not lead to significant ionization of comatary material or disruption of
duet.

Hill, J.A., and D.A. Mandis, The Sudden Disruption of Dust in Cometary Tails, EOS,
Trans. Amer. C,aphys. Uuion, 61, 1022, 1980,

Ip, W.H., and D.A. Handis; The Generation of Magnetic fields and Electric Currents
in Coastary Plasma Tails, Icarus, 29, 147, 1976.

Tsurutani, A.T., B.Z. Goldstein.. and A. erateaahl, Acceleration of Energetic Particles
of the Outer Regions of P1ant;tary Magneto@rhare@t Inferences From Space and
Laboratory Experiments, tlanut. Space Sci., 24, 995, 1976.

1.12 ROLE OF NIGH-PREQULNCY-TURBULENCE IN COMETARY PLASMA TAILS

8, Auti
Physical Research Laboratory

Ahmedabad 380 009, India.

There have been soma attempts to explain the wavy structure,

observed in the plasma-tails of somo of the comets, in terms of the non-

linear Kelvin-Helmholtz instability which arises due to the interaction

of solar wind with the cometary pldsma. These models, however, do not

try to explain as to wiry these structures do not appear throughout the

length of the tail. This can be easily explained if one considers the

solar wind - cometary tail interaction in the presence of high-frequency

Langmuir turbulence which has been observed in the interplanetary space

by recent satellites. Nonlinear Langmuir waves with frequencies m t wp

(Wp being the pl:uma frequency) can propagate in a collisionless plans,

column without an appreciable damping but waves with w > na p however are

strongly Landau-damped. These nonlinear Langmuir waves drastically affect

the growth rate of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability, so much so that the

latter can even be suppressed. If one accounts for the density inhomo

geneity in the tail plasma, one can show that only at a distance greater

than some critical distan%;e R. from the comet-head, this instability can

grow. Nonlinear saturation in the growth rates can than reasonably , .ccount

for the observed wavy structure in the tail.
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	 SOLAR WIND INTERACTION WITH COMETS; LESSONS FROM VENUS, C.T. Russell,
J.G. Luhmann and R.C. Elphic Institute of Geophysics and Planetary Physics,
University of California, Los Angeles, CA 90024.

The in-situ measurrnants of the Pioneer Venus orbiter provide some guidance
to our understanding of the interaction of the solar wind interaction with comets.
Although Venus does not possess an intrinsic magnetic field of sufficient strength
to aid in the deflection of the solar wind flow; the upper atmosphere of Venus is
only weakly coupled to the solar wind. The decoupling occurs because the magnetized
solar wind plasma does not typically penetrate the Venus ionosphere but rather forms

I 
magnetic shield above the ionosphere which remains free of any large scale field.

The ionosphere t.°us forms a "hard" obstacle to the solar wind and a bow shock forms
in front of Venus to divert the supersonic flow of the solar wind. This bow shock
Is somewhat weaker than the terrestrial shock, presumably due to the removal of
solar wind ions from tl,e flow by charge exchange downstream from the bow shock. A
comet's weaker gravitational pull would allow the same type of charge exchange
process to much greater distances possibly even upstream from the bow shock.

Venus has a sizeable magnetotail, in part because of mass loading of field lines
draped over the daysideby photoionization of the neutral upper atmosphere. These
"hung-up" field 'lines move slowly over the dayside ionosphere while their ends are
pulled far behind the planet by the solar wind. For comets this mass loading is
expected over a much larger scale and to lead to even more extensive magnetic tails
than at Venus. The orientation of the field in the Venus magnetotail is determined
by the direction of the interplanetary magnetic field. Variations in the direction
of the IMF lead to the reconstruction of a new magnetic toil possibly with
reconnection of magnetic fields playing a role.

Finally, the ionosphere of Venus is not always field free. Occasionally when
the solar wind dynamic pressure is high, part of the ionosphere becomes highly
magnetized apparently with the geometry of a circumferentiai belt. Even when the
solar wind pressure is low what appear to be thin twisted filamentar y magnetic
structures or "flux ropes" occur throughout the ionosphere. Similarly the tometary
solar wind interaction should be sensitive to the solar wind pressure varying both
with radial distance and with the azimuthal stream structure of the solar wind.

O.1R Evolution Of Comets From Interstellar Matter To Interplanetary Matter

J,M, Greenberg
Huygens Laboratory
University of Leiden

This paper will present a brief but critical theoretical and observational
evaluation of theories and laboratory studies of interstellar dust as a key
ingredient of the primordial comet material. This will include among others,
our rec.rt work on ultraviolet processing of grains and the formation of com-
Alex organic molecules. Following this I will review recent developments on
theories of condensation of comets from interstellar clouds. The next sectic
Is a summary of detailed calculations which are now in progress here on the
thermal evolution of bodies of cometary size. (A preliminary report was
presented by D'Hendecourt at the Garching Comet Workshop in March.) 	 This is
a study, in depth, of the possible evolutionary tracks of various bodies as a
funct'nn of size time of formation, initial chemical composition, initial hea
sources such as 26A1. The aim is to predict ultimate surface properties and
to what depth in the comet. They a pply albedo, chemical composition, atomic
and molecular abundances are deduced where possible. Inferences will be drawn
of the relationship of surface properties to the formation of dust (of what
kind) and how this is connected with the solid particles detected in the solar
system by zodiacal light, in situ measurements such as those of Fechtig et. al
lunar rock cratering, and particle collections in the kipper atmosphere as by
Brownlee.



The Increasing Chemical Complexity

of Cold, Dark Interstellar Clouds

William M. Irvine

ABSTRACT

It has been suggested by several investigators that coasts may de frozen
conglomerates 4f interstellar volatile& and grains, formed during the

collapse of the molecular cloud which ultimately formed the sun and

planets. Available data on comstary parent molecules and dust grains are

consistent with this view, it therefore becomes important to determine
the chemical composition of interstellar molecular clouds. The cold,

dark clouds in Taurus, whith are relatively nearly the solar eyotem,

are possible formation &ices for solar mass stars. Knowledge of their
chemical complexity has increased markedly in recent years, with the

identification of chi cyanopolyynas (H (CIO LCY, i • I t. , 4) which are

chemically related to the carbynes which have been found in meteorites
and suggested as constituents of interstellar grains.

High spatial and specty al resolution studies of Taurus Molecular Clouds
One and Two have been eaezied out in 1979-80 at the Onesla Space Obser-
vatory, and have resulted in the first detection in such tulions of SO

and the radical CIS. We report have the detection of two additional
organic molecules in TMC-I,for one of which this marks the first deter-
cion in the interstellar medium. Relative abundances of possible

precursors to the observed cometary molecules C 1 and C 1 will be tabulated.

0.3R	 DYNAMICAL HISTORY OF THE OORT CLOUD

Paul R. Weissman

Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Pasadena, California

The hypothesis of a cloud of coasts surrounding the solar system and
extendio out co ,.nterstellar distances as suggested by Oort (1950) has been
verq successful in explaining the observed distribution of orbits ;2 the long-
period comets. Dort demonstrated that thoi motion of comets in the cloud is
controlled by perturbations from random passing scars. Recent numerical
studies employing Monte Carlo cechnioues have further expanded our understand-
ing of the :dynamics of coasts in the Oort cloud:. It is shown that the popula-
tion of the cloud has been depleted over the history of the solar system, If
comets formed in orbits near the outer planets and verse subsequently ejected to
the cloud, then only about 152 of the original population still remains. How-
ever if comets formed further from the sun in satellite fragments of the pri-
mordial solar nebula, then the depletion is less severe with possibly up to 70%
of the initial population surviving. Estimates of the current cloud population
range between 1.1 and 2.0 x 10 12 comets, roughly an order of magnitude greater
than Oort's original za timats. Loss mechanisms from the cloud are: diffusion
of cometary perihelia into the planetary region where planetary perturbations
will eject the comets from the solar s ystem; dilf lion of cometary aphelia to
distances beyond the Sun's sphere of influence (tit x 10 3 AU); and direct ejec-
tion due to close encounters with passing stars.



0,3R (continued)

The oumerical simulationR are used to examine the relative fraction of
comets Soto% into each end- ♦ cote or surviving, as a function of the initial
perihelion and aphelion distance* of the coast orbits, and the total magnitude
of the random stellar perturbations. Weisman (1980) has shown that the r.m.s.
perturbation of the comet aphelion velocities by passing stars is 'V113 mis over
the history of the solar system, equivalent to the escape velocity at 1.4 x 105
AU from the sun, or the circular orbit velocity at half that distance. Thus
the limit on the radius of the Oort cloud is on the order of 10 1 AU. Marsden
et al. (1978) have shown that the mean aphelion distance of new comets entering
the planetary region from the cloud is 4.32 t 0.12 x 10 4 AU, The effect of the
stellar perturbations is largely to randomize the orbits of comets in the cloud,
leaving litcle evidence of the initial formation site of the comets,

to addition, the numerical models are used to find the distributions of
peritialia and energy for comets in the present Oort Cloud. This work was
supported by the NASA Planetary Geophysics and Ceochemistry Program.

References

Marsden, B.G., Sekanina, 2., and Everhart, E., Astron. J,, 83, $4, 1978,

Dort, J,H., Hull, Astron, Inst. Neth „ 12, 91, 1950,

Weissman, P.R., Nature, 288, 242, 1990.

0.4 The Effect of Star Passages on Cometary orbits in Oort's Cloud

by H. Scholl, A. Caaanave, A. 9rahic

ABSTRACT

We investigate with two independent numerical methods the

dynamical evolution of cometary orbits under the gravitational
influence of passing stars in a three-dimensional model Sun-Comet-
Star, where both star and comet move. The parameters of the
model are minimum distance between passing star and comet, re-

lative velocity between star and Sun, and all the orbital elements

of a cometary orbit,.

We particularly investigate dynamical configurations which
yield strong decreases in perihelion distances. The most

favorable cases for the delivery of these "observable" long-
period comets are obtained if the cometary orbital plane is
perpendicular to the star's orbital plane and if an additional
particular geometrical configuration is given. After such an

event, the direction of the semi-major axis of the cometary

orbits coincides with the line of conjunction Sun-Comet-Star.

The resul#t of our calculations can nerve as a basis for
a tentative search for families of Inng-period comets which were
p*rturbed into their present orbits by the same passing star.
In addition, these results provide empirical rules for the

changes of cometary orbits due to a passing star.
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0.5R	 EVOLUTION OF LONG AND SHORT PERIOD ORBITS

Edgar Everhart
Chamberlin Observatory and Department of 'Physics

University of Denver

The orbits of short period comets belong to the class of

"chaotie" orbits. This type, always of inclfiw,cioa lass than 35

includes sear-parabolic orbits with perihelis near Jupiter's orbit

or beyond, nut-circular orbits at Jupiter or Satusa's distance,

some u utable Trojan and horseshoe orbits, and the visible short

period cosec orbits. There are frequent changes from one of these

forms to another. =be "long period" orbits, extending that term to

igclude long period and intermediate period orbits of any inclination

with small enough perihelia for the court r. be visible, do not

interact with the chaotic orbits. We trace the separate evolution of

these two .types of orbits from Oort's cloud via stellar and planetary

perturbations.

016	 J.A. Fernandez and W.-H. Ipp

'%I ties :: -an%ical t'voiutlon of a Ca;*tary Sw=1 in the Outer Planem-,Z region
Consiueration will to given to the Jyna:nical evolution of nypothwticrl

carets originally orbiting in the oute., planetary reaicn ( say b:tvreen
Uranus and Wept:ne ; . tfe will atterlrpt to ream conclusions about life-

tims of sudi ccncets against zcattering acu3 the incidenre of a rosiuual

cc;-etary sdutnn as a possible source of intermediate and stcort-period
ctrk:ts. This t.nrk is a continuation of previous studies of imti authors
relatei to rile dy=a1cs of particles in die outer pla early region ann
I:it conre:ction with cane-ts ( Refs (1) and (2)

'References
(1) Ip 14-1). 1977, on the uarly scattering process of tl:e outer planets.
n Comet , ksw,.oida, t'etvaritcb, Interrelation, Zvoluticns and

Origins, ( A.11. Dalscr,si ►,^, .:;3. ), Univ. of Toledo, 465-490.
( ) ern ux:ez Z.A. 197a. Mass rumved by the outer planets in the early .
solar syst•::n. Icasys, 34, 173-151.

0.7 A NEW METHOD TO ESTIMATE PERTURBATIONS OF JUPITER ON COMETARY ORBITS,

by C. FROESCHLE and H. RICKMAN

A new fast method is developyd and tested to estimate perturbations of

Jupitcr (or planets) on cos/itary orbits. This method not only allows to

maximize the amount of infgrsations in the building of a sample of per -

turbations used in Monte C4irlo simulation (rejection procedure) but also

yields a good approxivatio ► of the perturbation sample. We compare the

perturbations obtained by zbe new estimator with the resuito of numeri-

cal integration of regulari,ted equations of motion for the same dynami-

cal modal: the three-dimensional, elliptic restricted three body pro -

blem (Sun Jupiter —Comet),
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ME	 ORBITAL PATTEMS AT Moss  MOUNTERS
A. Carusi and G.B. Yalsoccht, Istifuto Astrofisioa Spasialo - C.YR,
00183 Rome, Italy; 4. Krrsik, Astronomical Institute - SAY $ 89930

Bratislava, Cischoslovakia

The poster presents Joviceatric troj eccoriss of 180 objects
experiencing low-volocity *lost approachssl to Jupiter. The first
group of diagrams represents a ofain of 80 fictitioL:. jbjects sup-
posed to mov►, along the orbit of ?/OterrA before its encounter with
Jupiter tr. 1934-1939. The chain cov es 10 0 in the man anomaly of
the initial orbit; except for the wings, a uniform spacing of 0.10
is adopted. The second group of diagrams reform to a Tsai-random
sample of 100 fictitious comets with initial orbit s nearly tangent
to that oC Jupiter. The occurrence rateu of come major events
(temporary satellite captures, chants of perihelion into aphelion
and vice versa) for these two sam ple* are also indicated.

De Coasts twelve rote Asteroids or Satellites?: The Physical FWidence

0,9R
Johan Dopewis (Jkt rropulnien tah.) and FAward F. Todomoo (Lunar
and Planetary Lab. Tucson).

Ta this neper we di ,ncusn the evidence for the ssaneeted interrelation
between comet nuc lei, asteroids, and small satellites, as interred
from their optical and war-istrsred reflection sosetra. Several teens
have obtained interentinR results from anemtrophotomstrie observations
of taint comets.
At optics+.i wavelengths, Chapman (priv. sou.) obtained an AD-typo
spectrum for p/Areal-Rionma;, Spiarad at al. (PAS7,91, 70?) oetained a
reddish (R-tyne4) speotrum for P/Ts"ZeM), confirmed by Barker and
nnith (190, Peronald Obs. rennrt to JPL). Degewi,) and Chapman (this
cost.) obtained as R-tnw aneetrum for the awing disk condensation
of P/Sehwassmenn-ifaehmann (2). Tedesco (this cont.) obtained Rff.type

nolnrs ror p/Rto Phan -Atermn. At near-infrared wavelesrths, A'Wearn nt al.

(1981, reprint) tail to see any absorption caused by icy particles in
the comae of brirbt Goaeta. Dersris at al. (this ceaf.) report about
rocky/dusty JIM colors for P/sohwaaamana•bashaana (1) during very low
activity.
Extensive progress has been Meade w1to the acquisities of physical
M rnmetors of asteroids in the fw,- outer totes (15 AU) of the -sin bait
(Derwij and van Houten 1979, "Aniereids", T.Gehrela ad. Univ. of Ariz.
P. 4 ^7; Tedesco and ?radio, this cant.), ouaMstod to be one of the raaer-
veirs of extinct cometar7 nuclei. rmly very dark objects have been touad
here, harrier optical spectra, with s neutral and semetimea very reddish
signature. Deesvij, Hartmann, and Cralkshank ( this cost.) report about
rocky/dusty seer-infrared colors for Chiron. Of iaterost is the suggestion
by Gradis and Yovorkm ( 1920. Nature 111, 640) that the reddish and dark
surfaces can be explained by the presence of Rerneen -like organic com-
rounda, possibly typical of the rocky cosmonaut in cemetery cores.
If, as has been surieated, a n i`mifieant traction of the earth approaching
asteroids are 023106% c0metar7 "solo!, them 076.cal obssrvatieas suggest
thattbese cores are not compositionally distins^. of naim belt asteroids
with ore or two possible exceptions.
The fast that me neutrally colored taint caret continuum ham, as yet been
observed, may indicate that either the (C-type") core is partially shields
by a duatcloud of C-type particles with 'a _size distribution such that
reddish 5-type colors or Cvn.^iited, or we isdeed observe S.type cores.
Nre optical and infrared observations of faint and distant comets are
urgently moodel.
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	 On the Implausibility of cometary
origin of most Apollo-Amor asteroids

D.J. Levin and A.N. Simonenko

As the rate of replenishment of short-lived Apollo -Amor asteroids
from the main belt seems to be insufficient tocompensate their losses,
the idea was put forward that most of them are deactivated cometary
nuclei. However observational and theoretical evidence for the pa's-
sibility of transformation of comtory nuclei into asteroid-like objects
is inconclusive, This is Cood evidence that Apollo-Mar asteroids
represent last parent bodies or most or even all meteorites, Eut meteo-
rites cannot be formed within cometary nuclei with a constitution according
Whipple's classical model, while alternative models seem to be unsatisfac-
tory. Therefore is it concluded that the cometary origin of most Apollo-
Amor asteroids is implausible, and whey are genuine asteroids coming
from the main belt. The process of their replenishment must be studied
fuether.

	

0.11	 Planetary Atmospheres; Cometary Contribution

N. Shandari, 0, Lal, M.N. Rao

The volatile components in the terrestrial atmosphere are largely
due to the late influx of carbonaceous chondrits (C.C.)	 11 k# materials
on the accreting earth's surface. The compositional relation between
comets and the C.C. - type materials will be discussed with regard to
physicochemical processes operatinq in the generation of planetary
(terrestrial) atmospheres. Relevant lunar chemical data will be used.
The focus will be on the chemical aspects of planetary atmospheres.

	

0.12R	 COMET IMPLICAATIONS FOR THE ORIGIN OF LIFE

C. Ponnamperuma
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M.l p	IR Space Experiment on Soviet Spaceprobe to Comet Halley

M. Arduini, J.P. eibring, S. Caws, M. Gdnbes, N. Coron, R, Courtin, J.F. Crifo,
J. Crovister, C. Emerich, T. Encrenut, E. Gerard. V. Krasnopolski J.M. Lamarre,
D. Malaise andY. Mora

An infra-red spectrophotometer (wavoloogth range 4 to 20 microns, will be
flown on the Soviet spaceprobe to Cant Halley to study the molecular coma and
the nucleus. Its .scientific objectives are::(I) to measure the site and temperature
of the nucleus ( II) the abundance and'tempersture of the parent :molecules and
(1II) the abundance and temperature of the dust particles surrounding the nucleus.

M.2P

PHYSICAL OBS ERVATIONS OF COY—.S S'ITTIS THE I1;F3A-RED ASTRONOMICAL SATELLITE

A.A. Delsemme Dept, of Physics and Astronomy university of Toledo
J. Degewij	 Jet Propulsion Laboratory Pasadena CA 91109

The number of comets observable in 19 82-1984 by IRAS, amounts to ten;
♦ Tory favorable signal to noise ratio is hoverer not to Vs expected
for more than one third of them. This number will probably be more than
doubled by unexpected lo ps period comets.
Anticipated scientific results are: a) nuclear ter»perature and albodo;
b; silicate signature of the nucleus; c) presence or absence of a dust;r
halm; d) silicati s ^:ature of the dust; 9) temperature of the dust; and
f) lass lose rate of the grains.

M,gp ODSERVATION /MISSION PLANNING AIDS FOR PERIODIC COMETS

by David F. Bander, Mission Design Section, Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Two forms of presenting future short period comet orbital

position data are given which can be of use to those planning

observing programs or to those interested in comet missions. The

first is simply an approximate ephemeris for + 200 days around each

expected perihelion for the next ten years (through 1991). The

second is a list of these expected perihelia for the next twenty

years and a plot for each comet showing its motion in the Solar system

and its motion relative to the Earth (a bi polar plot). The data are

to be considered only as approximate since in most cases the orbits

used are Keplerian extensions of recent or predicted osculating

elements.
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M.0 R.N. Zsrull, R,N, Giese, d. KnOssel
Ruhr Universitit Bochum, pereich extraterrestrische Physik, FRG

" A Light ScatteringExperiment for the Measurement of Dometary Dust

The scattering pro p erties of c ometary dust particles art closely

related to the physical properties of these particles, It will be

shown, that especially in situ measurements of single particles

can p rovide detailed information concerning shape, refractive index,

velocity , site distribution, and spatial distribution of cometary

dust. Ap p ropriate instrumentation will be presented. Furthermore

scattering results of models of cometary dust particles, obtained

.-.	 in the microwave laboratory, will be compared to the empirical

scattering functions derived from optical measurements of comets,

M.SP	
In-situ optical observations on board Giotto probe

A.C. Lavaseeur-ReSourd (P.%.)
J.L. gertauX, A. Dumont, M. restou, A.m. Clew, I. Giovans,
!, Limy, A. Llabaria, D.W. Schuarman, J.G. Weinberg (Co - 1)

The Halley optical Probe Experiment H.O.P.S. has recently been
approved by ESA for the cometary probe Oiott.j,

The Optical Probe technique (see Levasseur-Rexourd ctal, Space
Research :CiLto 1901) ^s a unique method for making optical in-situ
observations. it is based on photoFolarimetric nrasurasents made
parallel to the directioa of notion through the dust and gas coma
the rapid motion of the spacec raft allows measurements to be differenced
such that the brightneaaes and polarizations only refer to a small local
volume, of about 140 ka in length by 1 ha in diameter.

The measurements unequivocally datermina the i patial distribution of
the dust number density and of some gaseous emissions, some changes in
the grains size distribution, and the ratio of gaseous emission / dust
scattering, Them• paraseters forge the lick between is-situ and past or
future remote optical observations,

Out of the 8 channels of the spectral photopolarimater, 4 will be devoted
to continuum, i.e. dust and 4 to discrete emissions, i.e. gas. Polarization
will be determined by the spinning spacecraft totation of the analyzer.
The not result should be an extremely Light and reliable instrumant with
no moving parts.



'OP	 In.situ Evaluation of a Comtetary gust Efflux:

DIDSYt on board ESA's Comet Halley Giotto Mission

J,A.M. McDWWll* G. Evans * E. Grim*

* Space Sciences Laboratory, University of Kent, Cantersury, U.K.

+ Mot-Planck Institut fur Kernphys4o Heidelberg, F.R.G.

An integrated systems caVrising an array of independent dust impact
sensors has been selected as an experiment on the ESA Comet Halley
Mission. Using the entire front surface of th(1 Halsey Pvtbe Meteoroid
Shield, the systt#m measures the particulate Wa ,%fflux front a comet
and its mass distribution cvt.r the range 10"'S tt, 10" 0g or even larger;
this uppor limit is dependent only on the maximum mass of particle
intercepl`ed by the probe during fly-by.

Inarumatation selected for the emission cotm)rises (1) an ioWt
plasma, micro-perforation

p
aand momentum sensing array which determines

part
mass,
	 etroromi

ati?n
 to 10"'zsCIPPIQ; Cii) a meteoroid shield tag

momentum array which determines thect position and motum
exchange of the entire probe	 ) ^(f3i)	

aen
 a penstration Wtiutzd

capacitor discharge array for determining the 	 actin flux at three

Q's	
defined masses which are chosen to be0' t , l0" And 101'

times the critical meteoroid shield penetration rmass (CPD); and (iv)
a sensor whirl► determines and measures impact perforations in the Probe
meteoroid shield 06F) .

The paper will discuss measurement principles and, in particular,
how in-situ flux measurements will relate to canetary science and the
interplanetary environment.

t _Dust _Impact Detection &stem

C0-IMSfIGATORS

W.M. Ale.̂ cander	 E. Igenbergs
Institute for Environmental Studies Technische Universitgt MWtchen
Baylor University, WACOp Texas, USA Germany

R.J.L. Grard
ESA, ESfEC, Holland

E. Grim
Max-Planck Institut fur Keraphysik
Heidelberg, Germany

M.S. Hamer
NASA J.P.L., Pasadena, USA

D.W. Huqhes
University of Shef£feld, England

B.A. Lindblad
Lunds Universitet, Sweden

J.C. Mandeville
ttEWCERT-DENS, Toulouse, France

G.H. Schwehn
Ruhr-Univeer

a

sitkt Bochum, Germany

;rAS^1e , Pasadens, USA



MAP	 An Ion Nas•/Velocity Spectrometer
for A Comat Mission

No Neugsbauer, i t :x Goldstein, A. Goldstein, D. k. Cla!t

Jet Propulsion Laboratory
California Institute of Technology

Paeedeoa, G 91103

For the past two years, we have boon developing and tocclag a new

type of jolt spectrometer ca pable of obtaining three-dimensional velocity

distribution functions with unusually high m oo resolution (6'* 6^m'^).

Thin .instrument distributes tons on two-dimensional detectors, with one

dimension a iwaeure of sass/charge and the other dimension a measure of :he

elevation angle of the ion's velocity victor. Azimuth an$is is mapped by

the apaaecraft spin or mirror scan motion and the energy discrib+ation is

determined by variation of the voltages applied to the ±astr+mient. The

basic components are, (1) An electrostatic mirror which can withstand the

expected dust flux and reflects ions into the rest of the instrument which

is shielded from dust; (2) A pair of grids with variable applied voltage to

accelerate or decelerate the incident ions before they enter the analysis

part of the instrument; (3) A sectr,r magnet which serves as a momentum/

charge filter with a vary vide angular acceptance; (4) An electrostatic

deflector which spread& the momentum-enaiyzed bass according to mealy/

charge (equivalent to maso/charge); (S) Two microchannal plate detectors

with position sensitive ramdout; and (6) The electronics needed for signal

procassing, instruaent control, and high voltage generation.

M. 9P SONL PROILL43 AND SOW SOLUTIONS TO IN SITU INMTICATION

Ot 14EUTIAL ATMOSPHElIL ON A FAST FLY-NY MISSION

C. C. Curtis, C. Y. Pan, K. C. Hsieh

Department of Physics

University of Arizona

Tucson, AZ 05721, U.S.A.

and

9. Kapplar

Max-Planck-Institut fuer Aeronomy

3411 Katlenburg-Lindau '3 M
Plying through a dusty environment at a speed 50-70 ka s' 1 , the task

of in situ .chemical analysis or chu nuu.rul amosphere wLth sulf;ultut spAtli4l

resolution become a non-trivial one. The positive and negative features of

existing techniques will be discussed. Tvo complementary ionization schemes

using identical masi analysers seeps to provide son* of the needed solutions.
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11.10P i01171121MU LZ:LORS ill TPS XWOSPHERES OF CObtPTS

= C'1'M CcLESTLLL BODT3,S AS RESE.MM TOOLS

0.1t'. Dobrovolsky and S. Ibadov

Instiftis of Astropbystcs, Dushanbe, USSR

Calculation. of cometary coma interaction with interplanetary

medium solid particles reveals new possibilitive for studying of

comets on the basis of meteor phenomena (Dobrovolsky, oad Ibadov,

1980; Ibadov, 1980). However sufficiently bright (` 
021 ) .n tu-

ral meteors may,appear even in the atmoepb&res of bright comets

at a too small rate (< 1 meteor/hour ) to be used for studying

of comets especially those with retrograde Lotion like comet

Halley.

The injection of small bodies from space vehicle into the

atmospheres of comets and oth4r celestial bodies allows to get

bright meteors. The observation of such artificial meteors from

space is of interest for studying the gas production rate of the

nucleus and the lass of molecule distribution in the cometary con-

Ps and also for widening the range of ragisterable electromagne -

tic information from the meteor region and for better untsrstan -

ding the proper meteor processes such as the meteor body fragmen-

tation in the earth's atmosphere.

Ceferences:

Oobrovolsk7, O.Y., and Ibadov, S., 1980, Report, presented to the

lorlshop of the 1AU Commission Ito. 15, Greenbelt, 1980, oct.22-24.

Ibadov, S., 1980, Komety i Meteory, USSR, Ito. 29, 49.

nT -------- __.
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tt.11P	 Authors: William 0, Irvine'. F. Peter Schloerb , and K. Sigfrid Yngvesson

Title: Direct Detection of Mater Vapor in the Cam Using a New Saacelab
SubhiIIimeter Telescope

AISTRAV .,

The direct detection of H2O in the come of a caret is very desirable in order to

put production rates and molecular life-tines on a firm basis. Earlier efforts to

use ground-baud radio-talesco pes for detection of the 22 ME water line have not

been successful, except, for a possible detection in Comet Bradfield.

The SXXTOX group at the University of Massachusetts has recently finished its defini-

tion phase study, which ahowS the fResibility of constructing A telescope which can

operate at the frequency of the 557 GH= transition of H2O. The instrument is designed

for operation from Specelab. It is ^i Cassegrain telescope with a main reflector

diameter of 3.3 maters. 'Phi half-powir beamtiidth of the telesco pe will be about

40" a!: 557 6H=, corresponding to a region with diameter of 2.8-104 km at a distance

of 1 AU, i.e. of the same order as the diameter of the 1420-containing portion of I(he

coma.

We have calculated the ex pected signal strength and find that production rates of

th c •der of 1027 molecules per second are detectable, whereas expected production

rates for Comet Halley are about two orders of magnitude greater than this limit.

Detection of H2O thus is assured. Follow-on projects of this type to detect other

parent molecules ^HCN. Up) or`i otooic spieies of these also look very attractive.

M.12P	 ULTRAVIOLET ABSORPTION STUDIES OP ATOMS AND MOLECULES

IN COMET HALLEY 'W17H SPACE TELESCOPE

Pater L. Smith, John H. Black c Michael Oppenheimer

The possiDilitj of studying the ultraviolet absorption spectrum of

a comet, by uzinq a hot star as a background continuum ocurce, is examined.

The advent of the Space *,'elescope and the forthcoming apparition of comet

Halley Will provide a unique opportunity for observations of this kind. We

have used a Baser model to estimate the molecular column densities and pre-

dicted equivalent widths for lines of H2O, ON, and C!? as functions of time

and angular distance from the comet. We have considered the cap-bilities

of the High Resolution Spectrograph on the Space Telescope and determined

the minis detectable equivalent widths and, therefore, the maximum angular

separation from the cost at which 8 20, OH, and CO could be studied. Be-

cause the ephemeris of comet Malley is, at present (3/81), uncertain by

about one arc min, it is not possible to demonstrate that Halley will occult

particular, suitable background sources, such as AO stars of about 9th magni-

tude or brighter. However, a conservative, statistical estimate shows that

Halley should pass near enough to 311.5  such stars, primarily during its

crossing of the galactic plan in April of 1986, and that lints of the C-i

band of H2O (1240 R) and the 4th positive system of CO (1400-1600 R) could

be observed. Estimated equivalent widths for ON and the resonance lines of

C and 0 indicate that these species may also be datfrcted. Such observa-

tions could provide the first optical detection of H20, the fundamental parent

molecule in comet comae, and give direct measures of molecular level populations.
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